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INTRODUCTION
The Barwon Regional Water Authority has been extracting large volumes of groundwater from the
Gerangamete Groundwater Management Area off and on since the drought of 1982–83. The water
is extracted between 500 to 600 metres below ground level, at the Barwon Downs borefield. It is
treated and then conveyed and used in the Greater Region of Geelong. The environmental and
social impacts of this pumping regime have been profound. Since Barwon Water has indicated that it
is going to begin test pumping from a borefield at Kawarren with the aim of extracting 16 000
ML/year, Barwon Water’s Sustainable Management Practices have come under scrutiny from the
Kawarren and Gellibrand community residents and landholders.
This scrutiny indicates that there has to be a monumental shift in sustainable management practice
before any groundwater extraction of any kind can be allowed to proceed at the Kawarren or any
other borefield.
This book is the eighth of a series on Otway Water. Earlier books have provided documented and
referenced material that clearly shows groundwater extraction from the borefield at Barwon Downs
has had a profound detrimental affect on the area surrounding this borefield. There are a number of
indicators presented in this book that suggest the detrimental sphere of influence maybe more
severe and covering a wider area than first thought. Regardless, it is blatantly obvious that a full and
comprehensive review of groundwater extraction in the Barwon Downs area is long overdue.
Considering that the planned borefield investigations at Kawarren were to be conducted in a similar
fashion to the 1987 Barwon Downs borefield investigations, it would be prudent to delay any of this
work until the findings of the Barwon Downs review have been completed.
Einstein’s idea that “the significant problems we face today, cannot be solved at the same level of
thinking that created the problems,” is worthy of consideration. Perhaps it could be said that the
significant problems we face along Boundary Creek cannot be solved by the same consultants and
managers that created the problems.
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LOCATION MAP

Otway Ranges, Victoria , Australia.

Kawarren borefield location

Barwon Downs
borefield
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Lake Colac

Geelong
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Groundwater
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Gerangamete Groundwater
Management Area. (Includes the
Barwon Downs Borefield)

(Includes the Kawarren
Borefield)

Source: The Our Water Our Future Victorian State Government publications.
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CHAPTER 1

Drawdown in the Barwon Downs Valley

This chapter presents the known drawdown effects that have resulted from the extraction of
groundwater at the Barwon Downs borefield at Gerangamete.

It is reasonable to assume that until the drought of 1982-83 when Barwon Water extracted huge
amounts of groundwater from the Barwon Downs borefield, that the groundwater resources from
this aquifer were relatively untouched(11).
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Graph 1. Sources
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(14,16,17)

By the end of the 2006-07 reporting period approximately 83 000 ML had been extracted. In
simplistic terms the following sketch gives some indication of the extent that this extraction has had
on the drawdown of the water table in the Dilwyn aquifer.
The pressure head in Bore 82840 in 1974, would spout water 8.7
metres above ground level. Page 11 represents this level differently.

Ground level
By May 2008 the
groundwater level in
Bore 82840 had been
lowered 32 metres
below ground level, a
total drop of
approximately 40
metres.

Diagram 1.
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A similar drawdown in the water table is apparent throughout the area as a result of groundwater
extraction at Barwon Downs. At the point of extraction the drawdown has been in the order of 50
metres.
Before groundwater extraction at
Barwon Downs, the deepwater aquifer
in this area would spurt from the bores
high into the air.
These bores were artesian(10)(also see
page 26 for a Statutory Declaration to
this fact).
This is Bore 82840 along Wire Lane,
Muroon. The corrosive effect of the
groundwater is obvious.
Open one of these gate valves when
the Barwon Downs borefield is in
operation and air will be sucked in due
to the vacuum created by the
drawdown in the water table. This Bore
82840, used to squirt water 8.7 metres
into the air but in May 2008 the water
level was 32 metres below the
surface.(see Graph 2, page 10).
In 2004 this bore was no longer
considered artesian as indicated in the
groundwater extraction Licence
Number 893889 (see page 9). Under
normal conditions this bore would be
regarded as artesian. Stop the groundwater extraction and this bore would replenish and water
would freely flow from it.
This is extremely significant when considering the claims
being made by farmer Roger Brien who farms in this
immediate area. Roger maintains that his farm is seriously
affected by the drawdown of the aquifer in his locality.

This is an example of artesian water at Kawarren in the Gellibrand Groundwater
Management Area (Bore 108910). This water is spurting approximately 3 metres
above ground level, May 2008.
The water table graph for this bore in the Gellibrand Groundwater Management
Area is seen on page 12, Graph 5.
The Blue line in these graphs represents the ground level. The red line represents
the water table level. When the red line is above the blue one the bore is regarded
as being artesian. The water will spurt out of an uncapped bore.
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Extract from the 2004 Groundwater Licence for the Barwon Downs borefield.

Bore along Wire Lane that was
artesian when drilled in the 1970s.

This bore along Wire Lane is
clearly indicated as non
artesian.

These are bores that Barwon Water has to monitor under Licence conditions Number 893889.
When asked for the drawdown data on all bores that were artesian and are no longer so (point 6
page 17), Barwon Water did not include the data for this bore along Wire Lane until prompted (point
5 page 18). This is quite amazing and indicates a lack of thoroughness with record keeping and
retrieval processes. There are other possibilities for this omission that come to mind.
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Graph 2. This Wire Lane bore is approximately 4 km from the extraction bores at the Barwon Downs borefield. This bore is
(10)
in the Barwon Downs aquifer area. Source: Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE)..
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Graph 3. G 13 is at the extraction point. This bore is also in the Barwon Downs aquifer area. Source: Department of
(10)
Sustainability and Environment (DSE).
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Graph 4. This graph depicts the yearly extraction rates from the Barwon Downs borefield. Source:

(14,16,17)

.

The drawdown Graphs 2 & 3, closely follow the inverse to the extraction rates from the
Barwon Downs borefield as seen in Graph 4.
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When Bore 82840 was first drilled
into the aquifer this was the
height of the water spurting out
of the ground, 8.7 metres above
ground level. This is the same
aquifer that Barwon Water
extracts groundwater from. As at
November 2007 this extraction
had lowered the water table point
at least 40 metres lower (see
graph 2 above).

0.9 metres.

Bore Number 82840 along Wire Lane.
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Graph 5. This bore is in the Kawarren/Gellibrand aquifer area. Source: DSE
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Graph 6. This bore is in the Kawarren/Gellibrand aquifer area. Source: DSE

.

Both these bores in the Kawarren/Gellibrand area are artesian. There is a distinct difference
between the water table graphs of these bores, where there has been negligible
groundwater extraction, to the ones in the Barwon Downs area where there has been
significant groundwater extraction. From this limited data it would appear most obvious
that groundwater extraction in the Barwon Downs area is having a significant impact. It
must also be noted that these two Kawarren bores have shown little effect from the worst
drought on record.
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Graph 7. Yeo 40 is one of the Trigger Level bores for the Barwon Downs extraction Licence.

In 1986 Farmar-Bowers(11) indicated that Yeo 40 was not an artesian bore. The water table
was 7.34 metres below ground level.
Farmar-Bowers also had these things to say in his report...
 “Currently water tables appear to be quite stable and there is little movement
between seasons or years. (J. Leonard Pers. Com.).”
 “Map 2(this map is one in Farmar-Bowers report) gives information on groundwater
levels in the area adjacent to the middle reaches of Boundary Creek. The levels are
taken from current (1986) readings of D.I.T.R. bores. They indicate that groundwater
adjacent to the creek is artesian.”
When groundwater is extracted from the deep water aquifer the pressure head is lowered
and the dynamics of the sediment layers sitting on top of the crystalline rock that makes up
the crust of the earth undergoes subtle changes. The more water extracted the greater the
dynamics are altered. Taking out sizeable amounts of groundwater makes the symptoms of
these changes blatantly apparent. They are no longer subtle. In earlier “Otway Water”
books ecosystem impacts such as creeks, wetlands and springs drying up; increased peat
wild fire; vegetation changes and creek bank subsidence have been dealt with in some
detail. The next few chapters in this book discuss the more controversial ideas, concepts and
possible impacts of extensive extraction that are taking place under the surface in the
sedimentary layers of the earth’s crust.
As the pressure head in the deep water aquifer is reduced and the equilibrium of the regime
is altered the whole dynamics of the underground system undergoes change. Water from
the saturated sediments above the deep aquifer begins to leak downwards. As these
sediments dry out they begin to shrink and crack allowing the process to take place all the
way to the surface. In times of drought this situation is further compounded with the lack of
rain water percolating down from precipitation.
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A serious and diligent attempt has been made to gain an accurate picture of the sphere of influence
of the deep water aquifer drawdown effects. The following maps and dialogue demonstrate the
difficulties encountered attempting to gain a comprehensive picture. This highlights the inadequacy
of data collection, reporting, accessibility and reluctance of Barwon Water to provide data on
drawdown figures.
Map One has been sourced from a drawdown map that Barwon Water distributed as part of the
consultative process when reviewing Licence 893889, in 2000 (see page 22 Map 4). The cross section
lines A-A and B-B have been added as have the National Park and Reference Area in the Porcupine
Creek catchment area.

Map One – showing the cross sections A to A and B to B. (Sources: Barwon Water handout 2000 – Department of
Sustainability and Environment MapShare.)
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The data presented in the following maps and cross sections are approximations that are as accurate
as possible considering the limited information that has been made available by Barwon Water. The
material presented in these maps and cross sections is representational only.

Ground Level Contour Lines - Cross Section A to A as shown on Map One.
Barwon Downs
Boundary Creek

Barongarook Creek
Lake Colac

Borefiel

West Barwon River
East Barwon River

Cross Section One. (Source: VICMAP.)

Drawdown from Groundwater Extraction – Cross Section A to A.

Cross Section Two. (Sources: 1990 Drawdown – Witebsky
– Barwon Water.)

(28)

, 2000 drawdown – Barwon Water handout, 2007 drawdown

The June 2007 drawdown graph above, was prepared using Map Six, June 2007 (see page 24).
Between June 2007 and November 2007 the Wire Lane water table had dropped considerably
further.
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Ground Level Contour Lines - Cross Section B to B as shown on Map One.

National Park
Ten Mile Creek

Dividing Creek
West Branch Barwon

Loves Creek

Kawarren Borefield Site

Barwon Downs Borefield

Cross Section Three.

Drawdown from Groundwater Extraction – Cross Section B to B.

National Park

Cross Section Four.

Unfortunately information in many instances has been difficult to obtain and consequently
presenting a complete picture of the groundwater drawdown contours has been impossible. For
instance, on 15 May 2008 Barwon Water was asked to provide specific data including groundwater
drawdown contours out to the point of zero or no drawdown influence (see copy of letter below).
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Malcolm Gardiner
1805 Colac Beech Forest Road
KAWARREN
Vic 3249
15-05-2008
Carl Bicknell
Executive Manager Water Systems
Barwon Water
PO Box 659
Geelong
Vic 3220
Dear Carl,
Could you provide me with the following information, please?
1. Maps showing the drawdown in both the Dilwyn and PebblePoint Formations
from the earliest recordings up to the latest available.
2. Could these dates be provided?
3. I would like the drawdown contours to extend out from the Gerangamite
borefield to the point where the drawdown is zero.
4. Could these maps be such a size that they can be read easily?
5. Could I have the drawdown data on those observation bores that Barwon
Water monitors in the Gerangamete Groundwater Management Area that were
artesian and are no longer?
6. At what stage are the Kawarren borefield investigations at? Considering that
I am an interested and affected party I have had no contact from Barwon
Water for six months.
Hoping that you can answer these queries...
Sincerely yours,
Malcolm Gardiner.
It was two months before Barwon Water responded to this letter. This happened after a personal
visit was made to the Geelong officerequesting reasons for the delay. The request was not regarded
as a high priority and this was the reason for the delay.
The reply arrived some weeks later and the following letter (page 18) best explains the total
inadequacy of the material provided.
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Malcolm Gardiner
1805 Colac Beech Forest Road
KAWARREN
Vic 3249
01-08-2008
Peter Morgan
Manager Asset Planning
Barwon Water
PO BOX 659
GEELONG
Vic 3220

SENDER TO KEEP

CV9120201

Peter,
Re: The information you sent on the Gerangamete borefield, your Ref. 40/220/0030V, 24 July
2008.
I am extremely disappointed that the information sent did not provide the data asked for in points
1-5 of the 15 May 2008 letter.
1. Point one asked for the earliest recordings and the latest drawdown figures. The first map
that you provided is dated June 2004. This and the other drawdown maps are identical to
the ones in the reports Barwon Water has sent to Southern Rural Water. I have these
although they are extremely reduced and difficult to read. I also have a Feb 1990 map and
a 2000 one provided by your staff in 2000. I was hoping to fill in the gaps but it would
appear that you can’t do this.
2. *
3. The maps provided fell well short of showing the drawdown contours extending to zero. Is
it possible that you have no idea of the sphere of drawdown affect the groundwater
extraction at Barwon Downs is having?
4. In some parts of the maps I still have to use a magnifying glass to read the data but they
are by far much better than the maps provided in your annual reports sent to Southern
Rural Water.
5. In regard to the data sent on bores that were and are no longer artesian I am surprised
that one of the bores I was particularly interested in has not even been recognised. This
may well not be your fault because in the Licence No. 893889 bore ID 82840 is marked as
non artesian(see pages 8, 9 of this chapter). However, pre pumping of the Barwon Downs
borefield this bore was approximately -8.7 metres DBNS indicating that it was very
artesian. Irrespective of what the Licence states I would assume that since the borefield has
been in operation since the early 1980s, you would have this data.
In effect, Peter, what took you over two months to compile does not even go close to providing the
information asked for and considering that this material you provided is readily available I am
surprised it took so long to compile.
If you can provide the information asked for it would be most appreciated. If you can’t I would
appreciate a reason why this is not possible.
Regards,
Malcolm.

It would have been interesting to view the full extent of the drawdown effect as a result of the
groundwater extraction at the Barwon Downs borefield but Barwon Water would not or could not
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provided this data. However, it is reasonable to expect that considering the borefield has been in
operation for over 26 years that there should be extensive data somewhere in the system that
would indicate the sphere of influence this groundwater extraction is having. If this is not the case
then the lack of objective appraisal has to be a dereliction of duty civically, environmentally and
commercially. The recording, compiling and appraisal of this information is obviously well over due.
In reply to the above letter, a few days later the following mail arrived and the most alarming fact is
that Barwon Water appears quite happy with these developments. Provided the requirements of
the groundwater licence are satisfied (See point 3 in the letter below) it would appear that a query
will be ignored if it falls outside these requirements. The full extent of the drawdown effect appears
to fall into this category and consequently the effects may never be known.
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Groundwater Drawdown- 1990

Map Two. (Source: Witebsky

(28)

, see Map Three.)

After the 1987 -1990 test pump when 25 00 ML were extracted the 1990 drawdown contour under
the headwaters of Barongarook Creek was 5 metres. The full extent of the drawdown affect was not
graphed .
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(28)

Map Three. (Source: Witebsky.

)

These drawdown levels were calculated after the extraction of approximately 25 000 ML of
groundwater between 1987-1990. Between 1982 and 2007 over 83 000 ML have been extracted
from the Barwon Downs borefield so it would be reasonable to expect the latest drawdown
contourts to be much more extreme.
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Groundwater Drawdown – 2000 providing a clearer picture of the drawdown
influence.

Map Four. (Source: Barwon Water handout 2000.)

Groundwater extraction between 1998 and 2000 was approximately 28 000 ML. Witebsky(28)
indicated in 1995 that the extraction of groundwater at the Barwon Downs borefield beyond 1500
ML/year would impact on springs, wetlands and streams. This map would indicate that this is indeed
a distinct possibility.
In 2002, Peter Greig President of the Upper Barwon Landcare Network, in a submission(21) to Barwon
Regional Water Authority’s Licence Renewal Panel, reported that groundwater extraction effects
similar to those being experienced along Boundary Creek were apparent along many creeks
including Barongarook Creek. Looking at this map would indicate that there is also considerable
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influence in the National Park vicinity. If this is the case the Gellibrand Groundwater Managment
Area is being impacted upon from groundwater extraction at Barwon Downs.
It is as feasible to suggest that there is a drawdown affect on Lake Colac. Thompson(27) in 1971
calculated that it was feasible that 3000 acre feet of groundwater was flowing into Lake Colac. He
also stated that the seepage losses of lakes in the area to groundwater could range between 12 and
20 % in drier periods. Blake(7) as late as November 1995 made a recommendation that groundwater
discharging into Lake Colac should be quatified. He also makes mention that the drying out of
wetlands and the lowering of lake levels in the area are the main risk if there is an over exploitation
of the groundwater.

Groundwater Drawdown – June 2007 unfortunately lacking data. Barwon Water
would not provide the drawdown contour figures to zero.

Map Five. (Source: Barwon Water see Map Six.)
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Between 2005 and June 2007 groundwater extraction has been approximately 14 000ML. These
groundwater drawdown figures are the only ones Barwon Water will release as they are the only
ones that have to be supplied under the “licence requirements.”

Groundwater Drawdown – June 2007

Map Six.

This map is a copy in actual size of a section of the June 2007 map that was issued by Barwon Water
as a result of the 15 May request (see page 17). The cross section lines have been added.
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Pre 1984 the Eastern View Aquifer Formation discharged into Boundary
Creek. The June 2007 drawdown level is well below this discharge point.
Barongarook High

Boundary Creek

Borefield
Lake Colac

Approx. Drawdown level June 2007

Eastern View Aquifer Formation that
groundwater is extracted from.

Groundwater is extracted over 400
metres below ground level.

Cross Section Three. (Sources: Witebsky

(28)

(24)

, Leonard

(3)

, Barnett .)

It is interesting to note that the groundwater being extracted from the Barwon Downs borefield is
well below sea level.
The sands of Barongarook High soak up approximately 17% of rainfall that helps replenish the
Eastern View Formation.

CONCLUSION

This chapter highlights the fact that the “known drawdown effects” of groundwater extraction from
the Barwon Downs borefield, falls well short of a comprehensive and complete picture. How
appropriate management decisions can be made with vital information “black holes” is a mystery. It
would be a reasonable conclusion to draw that it appears appropriate decisions are not being made.
The following chapters highlight additional symptoms of inappropriate management.
NOTE: The Department of Primary Industry work being conducted in close proximity to the
extraction bores at Barwon Downs is applicable to this chapter (see pages 29-30).
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Statutory Declaration Re: Artesian Bores along Wire Lane
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CHAPTER 2
Possible Drawdown Effects-Salinity

As a result of the research local residents have been conducting in the Barwon Downs area there

appears to be considerable evidence that there has to be a major rethink in regard to salinity in the
Otways - salinity brought about as a result of extracting large volumes of groundwater from the
Otway aquifers. In fact the sphere of influence on salinity may be both unexpected and unexpectedly
large. This Chapter attempts to present enough doubt to indicate a need for further and closer
scrutiny regarding the connectedness of groundwater extraction and salinity problems.
Because the concepts of saltwater intrusion, increased salinity in both surface springs and relatively
shallow bores are repugnant, those in authority tend to shy away from such matters. That exploiting
groundwater at Barwon Downs, Kawarren or Newlingrook could create a serious salinity problem
requires serious investigation.
The Ghyben-Herzberg Effect(20).
Where there is a salt water and freshwater interface when one unit of freshwater is extracted the
interface can rise by 40 times this unit. The actual effect will depend on the relative densities of the
saline and overlying fresh water but the general effect can be seen in the following diagram.
Over laying sediments
80
DRAWDOWN

70
Fresh Water

60

Drawdown
freshwater by one
unit and the
interface rises by 40
units.

Sea level

50
40
Interface raised by 40 units

30
20
10
0

Saline and freshwater interface.

Salt Water
Diagram 2. This diagram attempts to demonstrate the Ghyben-Herzberg Effect in a simplified form.
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Artesian water pressure head above the ground at 165 metres AHD along Wire Lane, at observation
Bore 82840 in 1973 ...............and at Bore 62449 at the Barwon Downs borefield in 1973.

*

Ground level at Wire Lane, 157 m
AHD...... and ground level at the
borefield site, 141 m AHD.

*
150 AHD
*
*
*
*
*
*
100 AHD

Indicative of ground level.
Water level
drawdown to 124
metres AHD,
November 2007
along Wire Lane.

*

Water level
drawdown to 117
metres AHD,
November 2007 at
the borefield site.

*
*
*
*
50 AHD
*
*
*
*

Zero metres AHD.

Sea level.

Zero *AHD

High EC in dams
Extraction

3 sources of salt bores at 500 600 metres

Trees with high salt
levels
below
ground
level.

The Barwon Downs
borefield extracts water
at a level 360 to 460
metres below sea level.

CHAPTER perhaps. Dewatering and rain shadow effect Greg Moore.
Diagram 3 . Drawdown effects on 2 bores in the Barwon Downs area. AHD levels have been rounded off.)

At the Wire Lane Bore 82840, the water level has been dropped approximately 40 m. The water level
in Bore 62449 at the borefield has been lowered approximately 47 metres. Up to the drought of
1982-83 there had been insignificant extraction from the Barwon Downs borefield. Considering that
in the 25 year period between 1982 and November 2007 there were eleven years when there was
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no extraction, the magnitude of drawdown would appear to be of some concern. If there is a salt
water/fresh water interface in the deep water aquifer, applying the Ghyben-Herzberg formula and
allowing for the cone of depression effect, it is reasonable to assume that if an interface exists it will
have risen dramatically.
A.

B.

C.

Original water level.

Diagram 4.

In Diagram 4 the A sketch represents a water table level before groundwater extraction, the B sketch
shows a cone of depression during groundwater extraction and sketch C indicates a drawdown after
extraction ceases and the aquifer has a chance to even out.
It may not be caused by the Ghyben-Herzberg phenomenon, but there does appear to be dramatic
changes taking place in regard to salinity impacts in the Barwon Downs borefield area of influence.
 Freshwater spring fed dams that were utilised for house gardening and stock water now kill
vegetables attempted to be grown and stock can no longer drink the water,
 trees are suffering and or dying from salt intrusion,
 freshwater springs have become salt springs, and
 winter fill licences used for potato growing are unable to be activated until a flush drops
salinity to acceptable levels.

Salinity Monitoring.

It could be strongly argued that the salinity problems that have developed in the vicinity of Barwon
Downs have been exacerbated by the drawdown of the water level in the deep water aquifer due to
the extraction of groundwater at the Barwon Downs borefield. When the 2004 licence for this
extraction was being considered, farmers were concerned about many issues. Some of these were...
 historically secure water supply,
 subsidence,
 salinity,
 moisture in the summer feeding flats, and
 the environment.
The 2004 licence that expires in 2019 named three bores that had to be monitored yearly for 5 years
and then once every five years thereafter. These three bores measure the deep water table. If it is
accepted that the dynamics of the sub surface interaction between the various sediment layers can
be affected by extraction of water from deep levels, then this amount of monitoring has to be
regraded as extremely inadequate. To assume that measuring these observation bores would reflect
and indicate the salinity parameters of the area is quite dubious.
Gardiner(14) in Otway Water – the Summaries Part 5 (pages 211-12), clearly demonstrates that the
reporting of the data from these bores is somewhat questionable and as a consequence much doubt
is raised as to the reliability of this data to provide any indication of what is actually taking place in
regard to salinity.
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Shallow Water Table Monitoring

The Department of Primary Industries has been conducting shallow bore observations in the direct
vicinity of the extraction bores at Barwon Downs. Many observation bores are located in this area
and amazingly the water table is dropping (see graph below). Usually when the water table drops
the salinity problems decrease.
The graph below shows a clear trend that is similar to the deep water aquifer drawdowns.
The complexity of the salinity problems occurring in the area requires a thorough investigation,
better data collection and review of the Barwon Downs groundwater extraction licence.

CONCLUSION

I t would appear that data collection and the gaining of a clear picture of the effects of salinity from
groundwater extraction at the Barwon Downs borefield is not being undertaken. All levels of the
sediment layers that have observation bores should be scrutinised for salinity dynamics. Farmers’
observations should be considered and checked. Trees, springs and dams in the area of influence
should be closely monitored and reported on.
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CHAPTER 3
Possible Drawdown Effects-Subsidence

When ever groundwater is extracted from an aquifer there is always the possibility that as the
water is removed the spaces previously occupied by the water will compact with that particular
sediment layer becoming thinner. This chapter discusses earlier studies on the Barwon Downs
borefield and raises questions based on these studies and what present day data is able to be
obtained.
Drawdown varies with distance, time and extraction rate and in 1995 Witebsky et. al(28) indicated
that subsidence in the Barwon Downs valley was unlikely to be a problem unless the overall
pressure levels in the graben was permanently lowered by 20 metres. Even then it was thought that
it would take several hundred years for the large thickness of Gellibrand and Narrawaturk Marl to
consolidate.

These photographs show the effects of land subsidence
due to groundwater extraction in the United States of
America.
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These two black and white photographs were taken in September 1990. The Barry property is in the
headwater area of Boundary and Ten Mile Creeks at Barongarook.
No conclusive reason for this subsidence was reached but the report in the Colac Herald makes
interesting reading.

Mr Barry standing in the
depression where the earth has
fallen away.

Following is a word for word account of the report by Colac Herald reporter Lyn Mahoney.
With three acres of their land collapsing before their eyes, more than two metres in some places, it is
understandable the Barry’s of Barongarook believe they may be sitting on some sort of fault line.
About three weeks ago, cracks appeared in sections of the paddock, which have since formed into earthen
walls. The walls, surrounding collapsed ground, take on the resemblance of a crater.
“Only a month ago, I could drive the tractor over that paddock, “ Mr Max Barry said. “It used to be a hilldriving the tractor down it made me quite nervous.”
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Now the section that used to be a hill has sunk more than two metres, and driving a tractor down it would be
impossible.
At the foot of the hill, land that appears to have rolled over resembles Chinese terraced rice paddies. “We
used to grow beans, peas and potatoes on that section of land,” Mrs Barry said. “We couldn’t possibly do it
now.”
A fence on one section of the land has moved considerably. “Its like the land has pulled away,” Mrs Barry
said.
Mrs Barry said a few nights ago, she woke to what sounded like a motorbike starting up. “Then the cows
went absolutely mad,” she said. “It was like they could hear something going on under the ground, or could
feel a rumbling perhaps.”
Ken White, Soil Conservation Officer with the Department of Conservation and Environment said he
suspected the collapse could be sub soil erosion. “Between the clay and the top soil is material which can
often be very poorly structured, and can be as deep as a third of a metre to 1.5 metres,” he said.
“When this sub soil is of a poor quality, it can wash away, causing tunnelling and caves, and the rest of the
land can collapse on top of it.”
Mr White said this is common in the Otway foothills country. “But it is usually a collapse of only about a
metre,” he said.
He said the only way to repair the damage was to bulldoze it and resow.
“But if it’s too deep, the solution may be to plant trees on it.”

The bottom photograph looks very much like a slip but the description of walls surrounding
collapsed ground resembling a crater suggests one section of this happening actually subsided. The
reason for including this article is that 1990 was the year a three year groundwater extraction test
pump at Barwon Downs was concluded. This pump extracted approximately 25 000 megalitres.

Barry’s property.

Map Seven. Location of Barry’s Property.
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Sometime in the 1980s subsidence benchmarking sites were established in the Barwon
Downs borefield sphere of influence. Approximately 20 years later another and more
sophisticated subsidence measuring network was established. It would be most interesting
to be able to gain comprehensive records and reports of the subsidence results over this 20
year period.
CONCLUSION

The Gerangamete Flats Landcare Group claimed in 2000 that Barwon Water would not provide its
group with reports on the monitoring program for subsidence.(16) Two years later the same Landcare
group was still asking for a subsidence report(16) that was still not forthcoming. Taking this into
consideration and the fact that Barwon Water would not provide data for groundwater drawdown
figures (Chapter One) outside the “licence requirements,” there is no reason to assume that Barwon
Water would provide subsidence data that falls outside the “licence requirement.” It seems
superfluous to wait an indefinite period for data that has already been supplied as “licence
requirements” under Freedom Of Information.
Consequently Barwon Water has not been asked to provide subsidence data outside the “licence
requirements.” In a similar fashion of not being able to access groundwater drawdown data, the
gaining of a comprehensive and clear understanding of the extent of subsidence would seem as
impossible.
One can only speculate as to the effect of subsidence and one wonders whether Barwon Water is
doing the same.
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CHAPTER 4
Possible Drawdown Effects-Acid Sulfate Soils (ASS)

Simply put, when dried out some water saturated soils become acidic. Boundary Creek and Dividing

Creek are two possible sites of Potential Acid Sulfate Soils (PASS) being changed to Actual Acid
Sulfate Soils (AASS) as a result of groundwater extraction causing these permanent streams to dry
out, particularly over the summer period. Once disturbed ASS (Acid Sulfate Soils) are very
environmentally unfriendly.(22)
The common name of soils containing iron sulphides are Acid Sulfate Soils (ASS).

In an anaerobic condition (see diagram 5 below) certain bacteria in organically rich water saturated
soils convert sulfate and iron from the sediments into iron sulfide and pyrite. In the saturated state
the acid sulfate soils are relatively harmless and are called Potential Acid Sulfate Soils. However, as
the Potential ASS are exposed to air due to drainage, groundwater extraction (see diagrams 6, 7
below), drought or disturbance, the exposed iron sulfides oxidise and produce sulfuric acid. As the
sulfuric acid moves through the soil it liberates iron, aluminium and sometimes manganese from the
soil. It can also dissolve other heavy metals. Many reactions take place and products such as Jarosite
can be produce. Jarosite is a yellow coloured bi product of the oxidation process. Once this process
takes place the soils are called Actual Acid Sulfate Soils (AASS).
This oxidation process can continue for many years. In some areas of Australia(25) Acid Sulfate soils
drained a hundred years ago are still releasing acid.
Pyrite(24,26) is formed when there is:
 rotting organic matter which acts as an energy source for bacteria
 a source of iron
 temperature greater than 100C
 a relatively oxygen depleted condition, and
 a supply of sulphur.
Boundary Creek has soils in conditions that match these indicators.
Saline Groundwater containing sulfates can also be a contributing factor. Considering the salinity
problems now being encountered in the immediate area there is every possibility that saline
groundwater is a source of sulfates.
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Diagram 5 to 7 describe how Potential Acid Sulfate Soils are exposed
to the oxidation process & turn to Actual Acid Sulfate Soils.
Springs, soaks, swamps & wetlands saturated

Unsaturated zone

Stream

Diagram 5. Wetlands and stream interaction with groundwater & in this
situation they are covered or saturated with water – aquifer overflows.

Wetlands dry out, stream flow reduced
& oxidation begins in the wetlands
Unsaturated zone

Diagram 6. Lower the water table by extracting groundwater and the
wetlands and stream are affected when the watertable is dropped as a
result of groundwater extraction. The stream becomes a losing stream and
recharges the aquifer.

Stream Dry
Unsaturated zone

Diagram7. Lower the water table to this degree and the stream will cease
to flow in periods of no rain – the baseflow from the aquifer is totally
eliminated and the stream bed. ASS also, if present, begin to oxidise. With
a return of flows and or saturation the Potential Acid Sulfate Soils
becomes Actual Acid Sulfate Soils and the results can be catastrophic.

The process described above appears to have taken place along Boundary Creek. Farmar-Bowers(11)
in 1986 and Witebsky et al.(28) in 1995, clearly established the fact that Boundary Creek had never
run dry in living memory before there was large scale groundwater extraction that took place at
Barwon Downs in the drought of 1982-83.
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See Site 1 page 46

Sites 3-7. See page 46

The area in the map above marked as “Regional Groundwater Discharge to Boundary Creek,”
encompasses the Big Swamp area. This groundwater discharge area was always saturated until one
year after the 1982-83 pumping began. The Boundary Creek stream and wetlands below this point
were also always saturated as the aquifer discharged from this area.
SKM determined that this area would dry out if the watertable dropped below 158 Australian Height
Datum (AHD). A trigger level in the Yeo 40 bore (see above) was set at 158.5 AHD. The AHD in this
observation bore has been consistently below this for years. Consequently the peat in the wetlands
has been dried out to a considerable depth and Boundary Creek has run dry on numerous
occasions(14)(17).
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When ASS remain saturated and in an anaerobic condition they are relatively stable and the
surrounding soil pH is often close to neutral.(12) ASS may range from dark grey muds to grey sands,
gravel and peat. In this state they are referred to as Potential Acid Sulfate Soils (PASS).
Upstream of the location of these photographs is the Big Swamp, extensive peat wetlands that have
been dried out as a result of groundwater extraction.
The oxidising acid sulfate soils can cause rust coloured stains and slimes as an orange-red iron oxide
scum. This scum can smother stream beds destroying aquatic habitat.

These are photographs of Boundary Creek just after
the first rains following a long dry period. This creek
used to flow at an average flow of 3.2 ML/day before
groundwater extraction took place.

This site is at the stream flow gauging
station site code number 233228 on
the Colac to Forrest Road, Yeodene.

The water in this photograph turned a red rusty
colour once the flow over the weir at the Forest Road
bridge ceased.
There would appear to be evidence of concrete
corrosion on the bridge pylons.
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Acidity

Most aquatic life needs a minimum pH of 6 to survive. Anything below a pH of 4 and a stream would
in effect be devoid of all normal stream life.
The pH scale and indicators of the range from alkaline to acid.
 14 MOST ALKALINE
 13 caustic soda pH 13.8
 12
 11 ammonia
 10

9

8
7 NEUTRAL


6

5

4 beer

3 vinegar

2

1
0 MOST ACID

The graph below shows Boundary Creek has been under a pH reading of 4 on numerous occasions
since September 2006.(21)

pH

pH levels Boundary Creek
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Source: Upper Barwon Landcare Network

pH Levels
Critical Level

(24)

.

September 2008 a test done on the
opaque “slug” seen below, was 2.7 done
by Deakin University, see page 62.
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pH Levels in Boundary Creek & Loves Creek
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pH

8
6
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2
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Jan-03
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Feb

Mar

Dec'93

Oct

Aug

June

Mar

Jan "88

Nov

Mar '79

0

Loves Creek

Source: www.vicwaterdata.net Boundary Creek@Yeodene Site Code 233228. Loves Creek@ Kawarren Site Code 235234.

This graph depicts acid problems since the late 1980s. The latest water tests suggest the pH has not
stopped falling. Loves Creek has remained relatively stable and healthy throughout the same period.

Aluminium

Aluminium in acid water is toxic to most water organisms.(25) For humans high aluminium levels
would most probably be un palatable and not consumed as a result. Cloudy green-blue water is an
indicator of the presence of aluminium. High levels of aluminium can cause particles floating in the
water to join together and precipitate to the bottom of a stream. This leaves a top layer of crystal
clear water that looks deceptively healthy.(25)

After winter rains
June 2008, this
picture of
Boundary Creek
shows an
extremely clear
layer of running
water.

In this low section of
the creek bed there is
an opaque slug of
coloured water that
appeared most
unusual as the surface
layer was crystal clear
and moving quite fast.

Water level-approx 10 inches of crystal clear water.

A sample taken from the opaque slug of water
seen in the photograph above was tested for pH,
iron and aluminium. The pH was found to be 2.7,
the iron was 480 000 micrograms per litre and the
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aluminium content was 980 micrograms per litre. It is interesting to note that the 1992 ANZECC (2)
freshwater and marine guidelines, quoted in a CSIRO report(22) suggests that an acceptable
aluminium level is 5 micrograms per litre. This Boundary Creek sample is 196 times this ANZECC(2)
level. For iron the acceptable level in this report was set at 500 micrograms per litre.
Another CSIRO report(8) states that a main effect of high acidity on plants can be via aluminium
toxicity, one effect of which is to injure root tips and prevent root growth.
One sample such as this can only be regarded as indicative of the need for further investigation.
Considering the numerous other indicators the high aluminium content should be regarded as
serious.
The creating of Actual Acid Sulfate Soils (AASS) can result in a toxic brew being released into the
environment and can cause significant harm to the ecosystems, agriculture, engineering structures,
groundwater and even human health. The problems associated with production of sulphuric acid
and other nasties through disturbing and or exposing ASS, are often long term and difficult to
reverse.

Indicators of ASS

Indicators of Potential Acid Sulfate Soils(8) that are present along Boundary Creek
 Waterlogged soils
 Peat soil
 Dark sediment black ooze
 Water pH close to neutral
 Oily looking bacterial surface scum

This is oily bacterial scum in Boundary Creek. The scum
would not adhere to a stick being placed into it.

Indicators of Actual Acid Sulfate Soils(8) that are present along Boundary Creek
 Water of pH less than 5.5
 Unusually clear or milky blue-green water
 Extensive iron stains and ochre deposits
 Corrosion of concrete and steel
 Sulphurous smell.
 Oily bacterial scum.
If Actual Acid Sulfate Soils are present in the Boundary Creek catchment the likelihood of sulfuric
acid and the other toxic products of Acid Sulfate Soils leaching into and polluting the aquifer, is an
extremely strong possibility.
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The 2007 CSIRO study(26) of the Corangamite Catchment Management Authority area looking into
coastal and inland acid sulfate soils had this to say about possible economic impacts from the result
of disturbing acid sulfate soils,
“... the documented potential of sulfidic material disturbance to destroy wetlands, acidify
and deoxygenate waterways and estuaries, increase the incidence of fish kills and disease,
contaminate valuable groundwater resources and public park space, facilitate the mobility
and accumulation of heavy metals, corrode, attack and destabilise roads, concrete and steel
infrastructure, stimulate blooms of marine blue-green algae, decrease the agricultural
productivity of land, increase odour problems and increase mosquito and arbovirus
incidence...,”
are realistic outcomes and that this awareness is a critical natural resource management issue. This
same study stated that the increase in solubility of metals under acidic conditions may be more
harmful to biota than the low pH.

Subsidence

An earlier chapter dealt with subsidence that occurs as a result groundwater extraction from a deep
aquifer where the sediments above and in this aquifer compact and the overlaying land formations
drops. The subsidence discussed here is a direct result of groundwater extraction but the effect is
apparent in the wetlands when they are caused to become dry.
As the groundwater is extracted the normally saturated wetlands change from a gaining wetland
that flows over into a creek, into an area that loses water to the depleted aquifer below. As this
happens the wetlands begin to shrink and compact.(22,25) Quite often the pre-pumping hydrological
conditions are extremely difficult to restore.

Fire

Fire in the Big Swamp peat wetlands along Boundary Creek has been dealt with in some detail (14,16,17)
however, when researching Acid Sulfate Soils effects in the 1983 CSIRO book on “Soils an Australian
Viewpoint,”(8) it mentions the problems associated with peat drying out and the difficulty dealing
with peat fires.

Carbon Loss

Wetlands in an undisturbed state are natural accumulators of carbon. Once the area is dried out and
oxidation begins to take place the emissions of carbon dioxide result. The wetlands can then move
from an accepting to a negative state of carbon release.
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Laypersons’ Investigation Along Boundary Creek & the Big Swamp.

One of the hardest things to deal with regarding the issues of groundwater extraction in the Barwon
Downs and Kawarren districts of the Otways has been finding a government body prepared to take
the concerns of the “local landholder and residents” seriously. As a consequence a multitude of
residents had taken the decision to attempt to carry out work that government statutory bodies
have failed to do. The following few pages give a brief overview of some of this work undertaken.
Because of the apparent low pH and extremely high levels of aluminium in the water at the Stream
Flow Gauging Station Number 233228, it was decided that there was most likely an area along
Boundary Creek that had gone from a Potential Acid Sulfate Soil state to an Actual Acid Sulfate Soil
state. On 13/14 September 2008 an effort was mounted to discover this area.
Farmar Bowers(11) in 1986 didn’t mention anything about Acid Sulfate Soils in his Boundary Creek
report but he did have these important things to say:
 The pumping of the Barwon Downs wellfield is likely to create changes in
groundwater levels of the order of 25 to 50 metres at the site.
 Aquifer pumping during droughts, as is proposed, would tend to exacerbate the
effect of natural variation by extending the effects of drought.
 If there is a deficit of natural flow into wetlands over an extended period some of
the environmental changes will have become entrenched and will not be easily
reversed.
 Changes may occur quite rapidly within a few years.
 Some of the Boundary Creek riparian area is swamp with fine mud, rich in organic
matter several metres deep.
 The dense swamp vegetation prevents floods occurring.
 The saturated zone may shrink in size.
 Aquatic vegetation at spring and swampy areas may be affected as these areas dry
out.
 In most of the areas, the change may be gradual, one habitat being replaced by
another, however in the wetter areas, (riparian zones adjacent to springs and wet
areas), the change may be quite rapid.
 The area has a low agricultural and timber production value as soil fertility is low and
some low lying areas are often waterlogged.
 From an agricultural aspect the lowering of the water table in the water logged
areas may allow this land to be utilised for agricultural production.
From these comments and observations made by Farmar-Bowers it can be safely said that there
were areas that never dried out and the vegetation in the swamps and wetlands was dense, vigorous
and healthy. This area was unsuitable for agriculture because of the water logging. The 2007 fire in
the peat on McDonald’s farm paddock along Boundary Creek was a complete surprise as this area
had never been able to be utilised for agriculture previously.(17) Farmar-Bowers completed his work
before the commencement of the extensive 1987 test pump at the Barwon Downs borefield. The
brief for this report was to determine what environmental studies should be completed before this
test began and also attempt to assess the likely environmental impacts. The importance of this
report is the descriptive nature of the wetlands abounding Boundary Creek pre the 25 000 mega
litres extracted in the test pump period.
With this impression of a vibrant, dense and healthy wetland ecosystem in mind an “expedition”
was planned for exploration along Boundary Creek west of the Colac to Forest Road. From anecdotal
discussion with the fire fighters that fought the 1996, 97 and 1998 fires in this area, it was
anticipated that this would not be an easy task to carry out. As it turned out the opposite was the
case.
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A four wheel drive vehicle had to be used traversing overgrown fire tracks. The first site visited (see
below) was difficult to access. Because of the acid activity sites 3 to 7 were much easier to access
and walk through.
It is readily admitted that the manner in which the following samples from these sites have been
collected and tested, may not satisfy strict scientific procedure, however, the results of this sampling
do throw up some interesting points of discussion that cannot be ignored.
A Garmin Etrex 12 Channel GPS was used for the recording of the co-ordinates.

8-9

2

1
3-7

Map showing the sites visited. (Source Department of Sustainability and Environment.)See the Map on page 38.

SITE ONE – 15 August 2008 the analysis of water that prompted the upstream investigation.

Twenty metres upstream of the Stream Flow Gauging Station Number 233228 the greeny slug of
water was still present in a deep hole with crystal clear water flowing over the top. A water sample
was taken from this hole and the analysis was as follows.

Date

Water tested
for...

15/08/2008
15/08/2008

pH
aluminium

15/08/2008

iron

(2)

ANZECC
Guideline Levels
0.005 mg/l
At pH levels over
6.5
0.5 mg/l

Results

Times above
guideline
(2)
ANZECC levels

2.7
0.98 mg/l

196

480 mg/l

960

(29)

NHMRC
Health Levels
Insufficient data
<0.1mg/l desirable.
Lower levels for
renal dialysis.
Taste threshold 0.3
mg/l

Sample tested by Deakin University Water Quality Laboratory. See page 62.
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SITE ONE – a month later.
These three samples of water were taken at the stream flow gauging station 233228 on the
14 September 2008. There had been 31 mm of rainfall, since the 15 August sample was
taken. The rain fall was measured at Nellie Shalley’s property which is just east of the
233228 stream flow gauging station. With this amount of rainfall in the Boundary Creek
catchment it would have been reasonable to suggest that the creek should have been at
least partially flushed out. From the results below this does not seem to be the case.
Water tested
for ...

Aluminium
Iron
Sodium
Potassium
Sulfate
Arsenic
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Lead
Manganese
Nickel
Zinc
Boron
pH
EC

(32)

ANZECC
TriggerLevels at
80% protection
(mg/l)
0.15 above pH 6.5

c

0.36
c
0.0008
c

0.0025
c
0.0094
c
3.6 above pH 6.5
c
0.017
c
0.031
c
1.3

Result
Sample A
(mg/l)

Sample B
(mg/l)

Sample C
(mg/l)

29
104
170
3.7
270
0.018
0.0006
0.012
0.154
0.022
0.565
0.182
0.782
<0.05
3.2
1900

14.8
40.5
170
3.8
470
0.002
0.0005
<0.001
0.463
0.024
0.526
0.171
0.586
<0.05
4.2
2060

15.3
28.2
160
3.6
440
0.003
0.0006
<0.001
0.165
0.016
0.508
0.159
0.52
<0.05
3.3
1960

Highest sample above
(32)
ANZECC guidelines
by a factor of...
193

0.05
0.75
185.2
2.6
0.16
10.7
25.2

Samples tested by Deakin University Water Quality Laboratory. This laboratory is an independent laboratory accredited by the National
Association of Testing Authorities (NATA).See page 63.
The ANZECC 2000(32) trigger levels for freshwater stated above are for the protection of 80% of species and it must be noted that these
levels will vary from circumstance to circumstance. However, they can be used as a “rough” guide.
C = Figure may not protect key species from chronic toxicity (Refer to ANZECC 2000 guidelines).

In relation to animal welfare, aluminium at these levels would cause severe diarrhoea.
Copper being hard to digest orally should not be a problem. Zinc at these levels may well be
beneficial on the feet of cattle inhibiting epithelthelum growth. Lead on the other hand is
always a worry. Even small amounts can accumulate and is deleterious to all animals,
humans included. Young animals are especially susceptible to lead poisoning. Stock can
show neurological symptoms and can suffer incredible head pain (Michael Rhodes,
veterinarian, Colac, Victoria. Pers. Com. 2008).
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SITE TWO –Start of
the Big Swamp
area.
S 38.42159
E 143.70054

Lat/Long
S 38025 295
E 143042033
Boundary Creek at
this site had a pH of
3 and EC of 530.
Soil from a dry area
in the peat 20
metres from this
picture was tested
using a simple pH
soil test. At 45 mm
the peat was dry. At
one metre it was moist and between 1.2 metres and 2.2 metres it was wet. These samples tested
between 4 and 5 pH.

The pH in this
backwater was 2.3
and the EC was
650.
At first glance this
area appeared to
be
relatively
healthy. However,
there was much
fallen vegetation
and signs of stress
- as evident in this
photograph.
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A little further from Boundary Creek and this fern site had a pH of 2.7 and an EC of 750.

This photograph is looking down
over Site two.
S 38 42088
E 143 70062

The fern in the middle of the
photograph has its tips dying
and the ferns around it have
died.
The vegetation in this section
of the peat swamp area is
struggling to survive. Much of
the area is dry on the surface.
Considering that these
photographs have been taken
at the end of September 2008
and after considerable rains, this is quite surprising.
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SITE THREE
S 38.42319

E 143.69336 Lat/Long S 38025 091 E 143041 620

Boundary Creek was running at a pH of 4.1 and an EC of 420 at the site in this photograph. Along this
section of the creek first appearances gave the impression that it is a healthy stream. On closer
inspection the algae blooms don’t appear to be kept under control from algae grazing life forms.

By the end of October 2008 all surface waters in the wetlands between sites 2 and 7 had
dried out. The water in this picture is approximately 20 cm deep.
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SITE FOUR - the Big Swamp

Looking down over Site Four from a considerable height.
S 38 42144
E 143 69350

In the middle of this picture the dead and dying wetlands are quite evident. This area should
be as rich and vibrant looking as the rest of the vegetation skirting this wetlands area.
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Site Four –The Big Swamp
S 38.42288

E 143.69452

(Lat/Long

S 38025 373

E 143041 671).
The elevation of this area
was recorded at 154
metres (GarminGPS). The
critical trigger level for
water releases into
Boundary Creek is set at
158.5 AHD.
A hole was hand dug
through the dry peat until

moisture was located at 75 cm and left for 45 minutes before the
water sample was extracted from the hole. The sample tested was
2.5 pH (15 Sep. 2008).
This site within 50 metres of the creek shows absolutely no sign of
animal life in the soil. Logs and peat
alike can be turned over and searched
minutely and no animal life form can
be found. The surface peat is dry,
bracken fern struggles to survive and
to find any fungi is a most difficult
task.
There is little evidence of mycorrhizal
association. Mycorrhiza is a
mutualistic symbiotic association that
forms between the plants and fungi

active in the root zone. The roots of at
least 95% of higher order plants form
this mutualistic association. Any natural
ecosystem normally contains a mixture
of types of mycorrhizal associations.
These associations are critical, complex
and vary widely in form and function.
Without these mycorrhizal root-fungal
association, plant strategies for efficient
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functioning break down and the plant struggles and often does not survive.
Trees on the edges of the affected area struggling to survive, have no tap root and the roots spread
out across the surface. The trees are easily
pushed over.

Tea- tree attempting to grow is stunted
and in most cases dies off.
This area has had ten years to regenerate
and these photographs depict how this
has not happened.
Mosses, algae and stunted tea-tree
appear to be the dominant growth in this
peat area.

Surface roots.

There are areas of the peat displaying
hydrophobic reaction to water. This means that
the peat and water repel one other. This is quite
unusual considering this whole area was water
logged pre groundwater pumping. The soil
being hydrophobic also creates a problem for
any seed germination.
SITE FIVE – The Big Swamp

Close to Site Four. S 38.25370 E 143.41662
A similar hole to site 4 was dug under where a
stump had been pulled out. The water tested at 2.7
pH (15 September 2008).
Any regeneration that has attempted to grow in this
area has hugged the surface layer of peat and in
most cases has succumbed to the acid levels as the
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water table rises. Any living vegetation is struggling and would appear to have little chance of
surviving.
The fires in this area were over ten years ago and it can safely be assumed that vegetation and
animals should have re-established by this stage, especially in an area that was previously a vibrant
and densely vegetated wetland.
When the fire fighters fought the blazes at this site they knick named the site in the peat swamp,
Jurassic Park because of the dense, wilderness nature of the area. In 2008 there is no evidence of a
wilderness in this peat swamp area.
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Map showing the 1998 and 2007 burnt out areas. (Source Department of Sustainability and Environment.)

Sites 3-7

The same area

69 yr Burn History
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The Big Swamp area is estimated to occupy 60 hectares. The earliest wildfire in the Big
Swamp area that the Department of Sustainability and Environment records show is the
1939 fire. Over the next 69 years the only wildfires in the area have been when the peat was
alight in 1996, 1997, 1998 and 2007.
Jim Speirs an Otway forester who started with the Forest Commission of Victoria in 1954,
was involved in fire hazard reduction burns in the Boundary Creek Big Swamp area. Jim
retells that throughout the period up to 1991, when he retired, the foresters would do fuel
reduction burns in the Big Swamp area in rubber boots. The foresters would be working in
water. Leaves, grass and other matter would burn off down to the water level. (J. Speirs.
Pers. Com. October 2008)
SITE SIX

Looking down over Site Six from up on the northern ridge.
S 38 42119
E 143 69512.
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Site Six

S 38.42185 E 143.69638
A hole was hand dug through the dry peat until moisture was located at 50 cm and left for several
minutes. By this stage the water had risen to the 30 cm mark in the hole. A sample was taken for
testing. It tested out at 2.6 pH (15 September 2008).

Location of sample at Site 6

This site is downstream of the “moonscape” 1996 fire area (Sites 4, 5) and has no evidence of any
fire. Much of the dead vegetation is still standing whereas the rest has fallen in the direction of the
prevailing winds. This area could have been scorched by the peat fires and consequently died but it
could also have died as a result of the acid in the soil slowly leaching downstream killing the
vegetation as it spreads into the root zone.
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SITE SEVEN
S 38 42147
E 143 69571
(Lat/Long S 38025 288 E 143041 743)
This site had a pH reading of 1.9 but was not lab tested as this site was visited after the
other samples had been sent off.
This site presented
another variation of
the impacts found
in the area and was
quite unexpected.
Both of these
photographs were
taken from the
same location. One
facing east and the
other facing west.
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SITE EIGHT - the site of the 2007 Peat Fire.

S 38.41528
E 143.68307
This site is a man made channel on the edge of a formerly saturated peat(16) creating Boundary
Creek and was running at a pH level of 4.8 and EC of 530.
This is a considerable way upstream from site four and does appear to be much healthier.

SITE NINE

However, 150 metres west of site 8 in a water pond the pH reading was 2.9. This would suggest that
there could be a problem at this level as well. This is the area of the 2007 peat fires that were a
complete revelation to the owner of this land as his family had attempted unsuccessfully for decades
to drain this land.

In Summary...

Before groundwater extraction in the early 1980’s the Boundary Creek wetlands and creek was a
vital, thriving and healthy environment. Once the watertable under this area was progressively
lowered the wetlands have dried with several disastrous results.
 The water that over flowed from the aquifer replenishing Boundary Creek has ceased to flow
on numerous occasions. The platypus colonies, the blackfish and other water dependent
species have died out.
 The lush water dependent wetlands vegetation has been dieing.
 As the 2-8 metres(11) of peat in the wetlands dries out it begins to oxidise. When wet this
peat acts as a carbon sink but when it begins to dry out it releases this otherwise locked in
carbon to the atmosphere.
 Dry peat is then extremely susceptible to fire. Once on fire it is one of the most difficult fires
to put out and can smoulder and reignite as a wild fire for decades.
 When it rains and or the oxidised peat is wetted a potent mix of sulfuric acid is produced. So
potent that vegetation can’t survive and the majority of life forms such as ants, lizards,
beetles and the like die out.
 As this sulfuric acid moves through the peat and soil it begins to liberate a toxic mix of heavy
metals and other nasties.
 This deadly water is then released from the affected area in two alarming ways.
1. It runs off as surface water and flows down Boundary Creek.
2. It begins to soak down into the depleted aquifer creating untold problems for
the life forms in the aquifer and the ability of the aquifer to resist pollution.
 As long as the wetlands are exposed the area of contamination and potential to continue
producing these affects and influencing an ever increasing area, will be present.
 Ecosystems (above and below ground), farmers, aquifer water users and the atmosphere
will be seriously compromised.

CONCLUSION

There would appear to be an extremely convincing case for further investigation along Boundary
Creek for Potential and Actual Acid Sulfate Soils and the possible effects on the ecosystems,
agriculture
and the quality of the water recharging the aquifer.
If the diagram on page 43 is even close to representative of what is taking place along Boundary
Creek then the implications are enormous considering that Geelong relies heavily on the
groundwater that is being polluted with acid water. The Water Act 1989 under Section 163 says that
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Barwon Water has a duty to “...provide, manage, operate and protect water supply systems” in so far
as they apply to its area of “water districts.”
NOTE:
 The similarities between the headwaters of Boundary Creek and those of Loves Creek in the
adjoining catchment are extremely similar. The peat swamps in the headwaters of Ten Mile
Creek, Yahoo Creek and Porcupine Creek all tributaries of Loves Creek are under a similar
threat from groundwater extraction as has happened at Boundary Creek. The Gellibrand
River flats east of the Gellibrand township also have significant peats not to mention the
peats all the way along the Gellibrand River to the sea. Potential Acid Sulfate Soils must be
taken into consideration when investigating the development of extraction of groundwater
for urban use from the aquifers that sustain these peat and wetlands.


Considering that surface water in the Loves Creek and Gellibrand River catchments is already
fully allocated any thought of extracting groundwater would be disastrous. Extracting
groundwater would reduce the natural overflow into these surface waters reducing the
ability to keep Potential Acid Sulfate Soils throughout the catchment, in a neutral water
saturated state.



Princetown is at the mouth of the Gellibrand River and the flow from the Ten Mile Creek
catchment forms part of the Gellibrand River catchment. The 2007 CSIRO report(13) on ASS
found that the wetlands at Princetown have a very high ASS risk and they must not be
disturbed or it will result in high environmental or ASS management costs. Being disturbed in
this case refers to the lowering of the groundwater and or reduction in river flows that will
expose the Potential Acid Sulfate Soils.
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Ten Mile Creek wetlands, saturated,
vibrant and healthy.

Boundary Creek wetlands under
considerable stress.

It must also be kept in mind that the
Porcupine Creek, has its headwaters in a
National Park and also has a Reference Area
designated in it as well. This area is also
under threat.
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One can only imagine what the pH level would have been if it had been tested in late May/early
June. After a considerable flushing from rain in August it was 2.7 (see page 62).
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Water samples tested 15 September 2008 at Sites 4, 5 and 6.
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Water samples tested 31 October 2008 at Sites 4 and 5.
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CHAPTER 5

Possible Drawdown Effects – Lake Colac
It was hoped that Barwon Water would provide the drawdown sphere on influence from the
Barwon Downs borefield. This has not been the case and being a critical set of data, any
discussion in regard to drawdown effects on Lake Colac have to be somewhat speculative.
The best that can be expected is that this limited discussion prompts further, thorough
examination.
From the map on page 22 it would appear that the influence on the deep water aquifer in
the Colac region was quite significant. Considering this was in the year 2000 and that there
has been extensive groundwater extraction since this period, it is more than reasonable to
assume that the influence is even greater.
In 2002, as previously stated in Chapter 1, Peter Greig, the present Chairperson of the
Corangamite Catchment Management Authority, was concerned that the drawdown was
affecting the flows in Barongarook Creek in a similar fashion to the effects experienced
along Boundary Creek. Barongarook Creek flows into Lake Colac. As discussed in detail the
effects on Boundary Creek up to 2002 have been profound.(16)(17)
Thompson(27) indicated that there is an extremely strong possibility that there is a sizeable
groundwater flow into Lake Colac. He also stated seepage losses of lakes in the area to
groundwater could range between 12 and 20% in drier periods. In 1995 Blake(7) was that
convinced there is a groundwater connection with Lake Colac that he recommended the
amount of groundwater flow be quantified.
Considering this limited information and putting the drought influence aside there would
appear to be ample indication justifying the notion that there is in fact a connection
between groundwater extraction and the levels in Lake Colac.

Photograph – Colac Herald 12 March 2008

Lake Colac is slowly drying up and groundwater extraction is a possible contributing factor.
(Note the dead fish in the foreground.)
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CHAPTER 6

Outcomes of Kawarren Borefield Test Pump Extraction Licence
Barwon Water had planned to carry out a three month test pump at the Kawarren borefield
starting in December 2007. The local residents of the Kawarren and Gellibrand district
voiced a number of serious concerns.(17) As a result the test is still awaiting Southern Rural
Water endorsement.
Barwon Water also required Environment Protection Authority(EPA) endorsement. The
Environmental Protection Authority had to delay giving its agreement after local resident
back in November 2007 found a multitude of problems with Barwon Water’s application.
Since this time Kawarren/Gellibrand residents have been excluded by Barwon Water from
any further involvement. Reports and correspondence between Barwon Water and the EPA
have been requested through the Freedom Of Information process. As with earlier requests
this is expected to take a considerable time.

The extraction bore.

A cluster of new observation bores.

The Kawarren Groundwater extraction site waits forlornly for a decision.
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CHAPTER 7

Outcome of Formal Complaint to Southern Rural Water Re: Licence 893889
When researching the issues involved with groundwater extraction from the Otways numerous non
compliance and glaring discrepancies became apparent with Licence 893889. This licence deals with
the groundwater extraction at the Barwon Downs borefield. Not being able to have the issues with
this licence resolved in what might be called the “normal” fashion, the Water Energy and State
Ombudsman’s offices were asked to assist. The best way to tell this story is to include the material
sent to the State Ombudsman in October.

3 October

Formal Complaint to the State Ombudsman

Level 9 North tower
459 Collins Street
MELBOURNE
Vic 3000
3 October 2008
Dear Sir,
Re: Southern Rural Water’s scrutiny and enforcement of Barwon Water’s Licence No. 893889.
I am a member of the LAWROC Landcare Group that is affiliated with the VFF and am lodging this
document on behalf of LAWROC (Land and Water Resources Otway Catchment). This Group is
convinced that every reasonable effort has been made to resolve this issue through normal
channels with no success and ask for your help to resolve this issue.
At this point it is interesting to note that in the 2004 document “Securing Our Water Future
Together” (Department of Sustainability and Environment) it discusses...
 Improving compliance and accountability, and
 Improved clarity and allocation of roles and responsibilities.
In the quest to resolve the issues being dealt with here neither of these things is readily apparent.
Barwon Water has an extremely poor record of maintaining the integrity of the environment as a
result of groundwater extraction in the Boundary Creek region. Barwon Water plans to investigate
the Kawarren borefield and has not demonstrated that it will carry that investigation out any
better than the investigation and follow up work done in the Barwon Downs area. The detrimental
sphere of influence from the Barwon Downs pumping has already had a social impact on the
Kawarren/Gellibrand community.
Attempting to gain information on the Kawarren borefield investigation has not been open and
transparent. Our President, Charlie Kohout, has been unsuccessful gaining information from
Barwon Water through the Energy Water Ombudsman.
Barwon Water has not been fully complying with the groundwater extraction licence conditions
set down for the Barwon Downs borefield and the regulatory body, Southern Rural Water, has
denied this fact.
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Chapter 23 of the book “Otway Water – the Summaries, Part 3,” pages 205 to 238 (CD included),
clearly demonstrates that Barwon Water have failed to comply with the Licence conditions for
groundwater extraction at the Barwon Downs borefield under Licence 893889. This chapter also
raises into question many other aspects of the scrutinising and “policing” of this licence. As a result
there is a compelling case to have the Licence reviewed as there does not appear to be any
responsible authority enforcing the licence conditions as set out in Licence 893889.
These revelations began to appear middle 2007 after reading Barwon Water reports on this
licence.
On 11 October 2007, I phoned Chairperson Jan Greig of Southern Rural Water (SRW) and told her
of my concerns. She said that she would pass these on to the appropriate person in SRW and
named Dr. Martin Kent.
Having heard nothing within the month I registered the following mail to Dr. Martin Kent, 9
November 2007.

I also sent an email, 10 November 2007, containing the same wording.
Receiving no reply from either the “snail” mail or the email, I sent a copy of the email, 9 December
2007.
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(Yahoo did not send a message saying this email could not be delivered.)

I assume the registered post arrived but could not be as sure of the email so I sent a copy via the
SRW email site. However I incorrectly addressed it “frw” instead of “srw” and received a reply from
Yahoo saying the address could not be found.
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I readdressed the email and resent the email for a fifth try.
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This was the first response to my concerns, nearly three months later. By this time, and from a
multitude of verbal broken promises etc. from a number of statutory bodies over the Kawarren
groundwater extraction proposal, I was in no frame of mind to accept a verbal “runaround,” with
no paper trail to refer to.

It seems unbelievable that Dr. Martin Kent did not follow up with the unnamed staff member to
check out the outcome of discussions with me and the degree of seriousness of this matter,
especially when it had been referred to him from the Chairperson of the Board of Management.
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On 6 February I rang the Energy Water Ombudsman and spoke to Fiona McLeod and another
gentleman whom I think was named Patrick, and was told that they could only attempt to get
with- held information – they did not “police” non compliance issues and had no authority to insist
that the correct things be done. Consequently they referred me to the State Ombudsman. I rang
your office the same day, 6 February 2008 and was told that I had to give Southern Rural Water
the opportunity to deal with the issue. This I have done and have been told in no uncertain manner
that there are no problems.

In April 2008 at the hearings in Colac in regard to the granting of a groundwater extraction licence
for Barwon Water to pump at the Kawarren borefield, officer Mike Fennessy was handed a copy of
the chapter on non compliance. When the topic was being raised at this hearing, Mike made it
clear that he believed the non compliance of the Licence 83889 had nothing to do with the issue of
the Kawarren borefield. However, Mike Fennessy of SRW was given a copy of the areas of concern
regarding non compliance as part of my follow up verbal submission at this hearing in Colac.

Being extremely busy “fighting” the water issue on many fronts, four months slipped by and SRW
hadn’t appeared to have done anything so I sent off a formal complaint (see below). It was
unfortunate that I said it was “an official complaint,” however, the intention was the same – deal
with my concerns.
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My complaint was “officially” recognised some few days later.
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However, over three months later there had been no word on progress in regard to my complaint,
so when sending off this FOI, I included a query on the non compliance issue.
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This letter arrived some few days after the FOI had been lodged and over four months since the
formal complaint was sent in writing.
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S

The report, as mentioned in the second paragraph in the above letter, that SRW was waiting for
(and I don’t see the relevance for this) is the same report (Barwon Water’s 2007/08) that I have
applied for under the FOI application. It still has not been forthcoming – it is now the 31 October.
Interestingly enough, the receipt to my FOI request is dated the same day as the above letter from
Clinton Rodda.
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As SRW has clearly demonstrated that it has no idea what is taking place in its area of
sphere of influence from the groundwater extraction at Barwon Downs, it is LAWROC’s
belief that an authority with the possible chance of resolving this issue, being the State
Ombudsman, be given the opportunity to do so.

Yours sincerely,

(Malcolm Gardiner - Vice President & Acting President of LAWROC.)

This is the end of the letter sent on 3 OCTOBER 2008 to the Ombudsman.
Unfortunately the Ombudsman was not prepared to deal with this complaint in its present
format.
Chris Wade, an Ombudsman Officer, on 16 November 2008 during a phone conversation
made quite clear that Southern Rural Water had to be given another chance to review,
scrutinise and explain why the policing of the licence conditions were in order. This time the
complaint had to be specific, itemising the concerns.
On the next page is a copy of the letter from Chris Wade confirming this phone
conversation.
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As a consequence the following letter was sent off to Southern Rural Water.
Malcolm Gardiner
1805 Colac Beech Forest Road
Kawarren
Vic 3249
23-10-2008
Chris Hughes
Southern Rural Water
Manger Field Operation & Compliance
PO BOX 153
Maffra
Vic 3860

The pages denoted in red are the page numbers in
the letter sent to Southern rural Water. The pages
shown in blue are the equivalent pages found in
this book.
e.g. 12/92 (Page 12 was the page sent to SRW. On
page 92 of this book is the copy of page 12.)

Dear Chris,
This is a FORMAL COMPLAINT as a follow up to the 15 May 2008 complaint on the same topic.
BARWON WATER GROUNDWATER EXTRACTION LICENCE NO 893889
SRW Ref: DWS 606147
I refer to Clinton Rodda’s letter dated 19 September 2008. I had hoped that an investigation as a
result of the 15 May may have resolved this issue. However this was not to be the case. Even though
I have been pursuing this issue for over 12 months the Victorian Ombudsman believes that I have to
give Southern Rural Water specific areas to investigate. It is not sufficient to say that I don’t believe
SRW is doing its job in relation to scrutinising and policing Licence No 83889. I did try to argue the
case that scrutinising, reviewing and the policing of the licence is not “my job” or area of expertise or
responsibility. However the Ombudsman officer Chris Wade, would not be moved. SRW has to be
given specific areas of concern and as a consequence, Chris, I have been asked to refer the matter to
you.
In Clinton’s letter dated 19 September 2008, he apologised for the 4 month delay in replying to my
15 May complaint. He was waiting for the Barwon Water’s report for 2007/08 to arrive. On the 19
September, the same day Clinton’s letter was written, I put in an FOI to SRW for this very same
report. It is now one month later and I still haven’t received this report. Could you look into the
delay of this report being sent to me?
As my original complaint was in regard to the years 2004-07 I am puzzled why Clinton would be
waiting 4 months for Barwon Water’s 2007-08 annual report. Could you also look into this for me?
I have a few points I would like you to note regarding Clinton’s letter that are often referred to in the
substance of this letter
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

He states that SRW reviews the BRWC reports.
He states no areas of confusion or contradiction have been identified.
SRW field officers do routine inspection.
Temporary changes to the Licence 893889 are reported in the annual report.
Reductions of flows into Boundary Creek have only been for a period of 5 months.
The evidence doesn’t show an unexpected decline in groundwater levels or impact on the
surface water resources.
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7. SRW believe that the current licence conditions are adequate for the responsible
management of the resource and that there is no need to review the licence.
Having serious concerns with all of these matters mentioned above 1-7, I sent in an FOI to SRW
asking for all changes, modifications etc to the Licence No 83889. Interesting that the only ones
mentioned were that the extraction rates allowable had been increased and the 5 month reduction
as mentioned in point 5 above was agreed to.
It is my contention that SRW is not doing the “job” as described by Clinton.
Before pointing out specific concerns I might add that Southern Rural Water has provided me with
the following Barwon Water annual reports as sent to SRW for 2004-2005 (two copies), 2005-2006
and 2006-2007.
Chris in relation to the 1 July 2004 to the 30 June 2005 reporting period could you please explain
why Barwon Water did not submit the 2004/05 Report to Southern Rural Water in the stipulated
period, (licence condition sections 1.3, 3.5a, 4.5, 5.5 and 6.4.)?
Could you also explain why Barwon Water did not install a new monitoring bore at a site in the
vicinity of bore Yeo 40, (bore ID 109131) as required by 31 December 2004 (licence sections 3.1 and
6.1) and did not report this in the report?
This bore was replaced in May 2005. . “The new bore is to be used for any purpose ascribed in this
Licence to bore Yeo 40 (Bore ID 109131).” Why was there this delay?
Why was the replacement bore not put in the same location? The new bore was to be in the vicinity
of the old bore Yeo 40. This 2004/05 Report states that the new Yeo 40 was installed near Boundary
Road. Boundary Road is approximately 8 km away.
Why wasn’t graphical formatting of weekly groundwater extractions under 4.5a included?
Under 6.2 a, the working meter was not installed at the Boundary Creek discharge point from the
Otway to Colac pipeline and therefore the other conditions of monitoring and recording could not be
met, (licence conditions 6.2b and 6.4a). Wasn’t this a non compliance with the Licence conditions?
Why wasn’t the daily stream gauging from the Yeodene stream flow gauge (233228) not presented
in either tabular or graphical format, (Licence condition 6.4b)?
As many of the section 6 conditions could not be met shouldn’t there have been mention of these
significant developments as required under section 6.4e.
Has Barwon Water fulfilled condition 10.2 where it states “Barwon Water will continue to engage
with the local community and stakeholders regarding their operation of the Licence.”
Under an FOI I requested a second copy of 2004/05 report, received in 2008. The first copy of this
report was requested and supplied in 2007. Chris, can you please explain how there were a number
of items and extra data included in this second report that were not in the first? Some of these
discrepancies will be covered later in this letter.
Chris, in relation to the 1 July 2005 to 30 June 2006 reporting period could you please explain how
Barwon Water have a 100% compliance with the Licence conditions when the following things are
apparent when reading the annual report for this period? Could you also explain why these things
were not done?
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Under 4.5a graphical formatting of the weekly groundwater extractions was not provided.
Under 6.2 a working meter at the Boundary Creek discharge point from the Otway to Colac
pipeline was still not installed in the reporting period and was still not operating as per the
Licence conditions. As a consequence the other conditions of monitoring and recording
could not be met, (Licence conditions 6.2b and 6.4a).
 Daily stream gauging from the Yeodene stream flow gauge (233228) was not presented in
either tabular or graphical format, (Licence condition 6.4b).
 As many of the section 6 conditions were still not being met there should have been
mention of this significant development as required under section 6.4e.
Chris, in relation to the 1 July 2006 to 30 June 2007 reporting period can you explain why SRW’s
review process did not pick up the above mentioned non compliance and have it corrected in this
annual report?
Could you also explain why field officer Ramsey of SRW can state at a Barwon Downs meeting this
year, 2008, that Barwon Water has a 100% compliance record.
Barwon Water did not submit the 2006/07 Report to Southern Rural Water in the stipulated period,
(licence condition sections 1.3, 3.5a, 4.5, 5.5 and 6.4.) The 2006/07 report was long overdue (See the
email at the bottom of page 12/92). Is this not non compliance? I was sent a copy in November at
least a month after it was requested.
Can you explain why there were items reported in the 2006/07 report that had never been included
in earlier reports, (for example 6.4b. in graphical format)?
Why wasn’t the daily stream gauging from the Yeodene stream flow gauge (233228) not presented
in tabular format as per licence condition 6.4b? And why was this information presented in graphical
format for the first time of three reports? Was this done because when I applied for this report
under FOI, I specifically asked why earlier reports had not included this? Is this the reason for the
delay in getting me the report?
Why wasn’t the discharge into Boundary Creek presented in a tabular format as per Licence
condition 6.2a?
Why weren’t the 4.5a graphical formatting conditions of the licence of weekly groundwater
extractions not provided?
Considering licence condition 10.2, why wasn’t it reported in the annual report that there had been
local landholder involvement?
Why were the flows in Boundary Creek at the Yeodene stream flow gauging station presented and
graphed for the first time?
Why, under the second schedule point 1.3 c., didn’t Barwon Water provide a map of residual
drawdown for the year?
Chris, Clinton states that there are no areas of confusion or contradiction when reviewing the annual
reports sent by BRWC to Southern Rural Water. Being public available annual reports and as a
layperson I would have thought these reports should have been easy to read, understand and
interpret. Because this has not been the case for me could you please explain and clarify the
following confusion I have and the things that appear to be contradictions to me.
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1. Groundwater Levels in Yeo 40.
Figures A, B & C represent data for observation bore Yeo 40 that has been taken from Barwon Water
Groundwater Licence No. 893889 Gerangamete Area reports that have been sent to Southern Rural
Water.
FIGURE. A . Year 2004/05 Report.
1987

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

.....

.......................no groundwater levels for this period (see page 13/93) ...................................
Between July ‘87 & June 2001
groundwater levels reported (see page 13/93)

FIGURE. B. Year 2005/06 Report.
1987

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

.....

......................................................

....no groundwater levels for this period (see page 14/94)

However, between July 2005 – May 2006
There were hydrograph figs. (see page 15/95).

Water level decline monitoring starts 1 Oct 2005
(see page 15/95)

FIGURE. C. Year 2006/07 Report.
1987

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

.....

...........No groundwater levels (see page 16/96).....................................................
Hydrographs & groundwater levels reported (see pages 97 & 108).

Figure A shows that the groundwater levels in Yeo 40 were taken from at least 1987 through to June
2001, (see page 13/93). For some reason there are no records shown from this date up to June 2005.
Groundwater extraction at Barwon Downs took place during this period. Chris, can you explain to me
why the extractions during this period are not shown?
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In Figure B during the 2005/06 reporting period one set of data states there are no water levels
available, (see page 14/94) yet there are hydrograph (water level) figures, (see top of page 15/95)
for some of the same period. In another section of the report (see bottom of page 15) there is a
different set of data. Chris, why is there a different set of data?
The water level decline monitoring graph starts in October 2005. Considering these sets of data are
measuring the same water levels this also is most baffling. Could you please explain this to me as
well?
The confusion continues as shown in Figure C, when the 2006/07 reports states, (see page 16/96)
that no groundwater levels are recorded up to July 2006, whereas Figure B clearly shows there is
data available for this period. SRW having reviewed this material and found no confusion Chris, can
you explain to me why I have made a mistake?

2.Discrepancies with the Replacement of Bore Yeo 40 (Bore ID 109131)
From the data contained in the Barwon Water Reports it is impossible to ascertain when Yeo 40 bore
was functional. Can you tell me when Yeo 40 was replaced and when it was functional?
The Licence conditions stated that Yeo 40 had to be replaced by 31 December 2004. The 2004/05
Report stated that Yeo 40 was blocked and not repairable and was replaced in May 2005. The
2005/06 Report stated that bore 109131 had failed and was dry and was unnecessary. Yeo 40
Identification Number is 109131. The ADH levels for the water level decline chart started from
October 2005. Then in the 2006/07 Report bore 109131 was still identified as dry and unnecessary
for the current monitoring objectives. Also it was reported that the replacement of Yeo 40 was
completed on the 31 July 2006 and that monitoring of this bore was recommenced then.(see page
25/105). I find all of this very confusing and would like you to explain it to me how it was not
confusing to the person who reviewed these reports?
Is it true that not having the replacement Yeo 40 bore in and functional by the 31 December 2004
constitutes non compliance, Chris?
FIGURE. D. Data for the observation bore Yeo 40, taken from Barwon Water’s Groundwater Licence No.
893889 Gerangamete Area 2004/07 Reports that was sent to Southern Rural Water.

These reports clearly state Yeo 40 as being replaced in two different years.
1987

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

.....

Licence says new bore to be installed by 31 December 2004 (page 18/98).

Bore replaced May 2005 (see page 19/99).

Replacement for bore
completed 31 July 2006 – Monitoring recommenced (see page 25/105).
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A clear status of the operational condition of Yeo 40 is not apparent. Chris, can you tell me what the
current functional status of Yeo 40?

3. Yeo 40 Australian Height Datum Levels
Graph Two shows the trigger level of 158.5 AHD in yellow. Data from Barwon Water Reports show
the AHD water level in red and the blue graph indicates data provided by Southern Rural Water
(SRW).
From the data provided by Barwon Water, Chris, the following inconsistencies are most apparent to
me and I would like you to explain to me where I am wrong and if this is not the case explain how it
can be stated that SRW is happy with this.
3.1 From July 2005 – October 2005 Barwon Water did not provide figures for the AHD on the
water decline graph (see page 15/95). Southern Rural Water was able to provide figures and
stated that the AHD level was well below the trigger level of 158.8m (see page 21/101).
Barwon Water should have reported the levels for this period. Chris, can you explain why
they didn’t?
3.2 In November 2005 Barwon Water puts the AHD at 180m (see page 15/95) when SRW
places the AHD at approximately 153m (see page 21101). Twenty seven metres difference
for the same data is notable. Chris, can you explain this and also let me know how this is
scrutinised and accepted by SRW as adequate and responsible management?
3.3 Barwon Water is able to provide graphic data in May 2006 (see page 15/95) that the AHD
level is metres above the trigger level when SRW states for the same period that the bore is
dry (see page 31/111). If it is dry there should be no data available. Chris can you explain this
to me? How can the SRW figures not match the BRWC figures and then for SRW to accept
this fact as OK with no confusion or contradiction?
3.4 From June 2006 Barwon Water indicates that during this “dry” period the AHD level of
Yeo 40 dropped by approximately 10 metres (see page 15/95). Presumably from
groundwater extraction. When scrutinising this report was this noted? Did anyone at SRW
note that this seemed to be an impossible level?
3.5 In the 2006/07 Report Barwon Water is able to provide data for the ADH level from 12
July 2006 – 25 June 2007 (see page 28/108) and in the same report it is stated that on the
31 July 2006 the replacement for Yeo 40 bore has been completed and that monitoring
recommenced (see page 25/105). Chris, please explain to me how this is possible and why
this was not picked up by the review of these reports?
The diagram on the next page clearly demonstrates graphically the confusion I am having
with the contradictions. How did SRW review this data and how can SRW state that this is
acceptable?
If, as Clinton states in his letter that evidence shows no unexpected decline in groundwater levels
this is a clear admission that the drying up of Boundary Creek and the resulting peat fires and Actual
Acid Sulfate Soils was to be expected. I find this alarming and would like you to justify how the
extraction of groundwater at the Barwon Downs borefield is regarded as sustainable. Also if these
things were expected I find it just as alarming that local residents in the area were not informed of
these expected effects. Why weren’t these things made public?
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Data in this figure sourced from Southern Rural Water & Barwon Water Reports.
Graph two

Report 2005-06 says Yeo
40 Dry ‘til October 2005

Barwon Water states bore
replaced & monitoring
recommenced (see page 25/105)

Yeo 40 Bore Water Levels

Barwon Water says Yeo
40 is at 180 AHD.

185

Height(AHD) in metres

180
175
170

Yet SRW can take
these measurements

Barwon Water states
the AHD is now at this
level (see page 28/108)
since July 2006.

Pumping causing
drawdown
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160
155
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SWR says Yeo 40 is “Dry” in this period
(see pages 30-32/110-112)

145
140
135

SRW random check

2005-06 BWreport toSRW

Yeo Trigger for Boundary Creek

4. Releases into Boundary Creek
Figure E and the graph below clearly indicate huge discrepancies and confusion in data depicting
releases of water from the Otway to Colac pipeline into a tributary of Boundary Creek.
FIGURE. E. Releases from the Colac –Otway Pipeline into the Boundary Creek System.
1987

.....

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006 2007

On 2 November 2005 Southern Rural Water states 2 ML/day is being
released (see page 20/100).
Barwon Water states there is NIL release (see page 22/102).
On 10 December 2005 Southern Rural Water states there is NIL release.
Barwon Water states there is one ML/day release.

On14 February 2006 Southern Rural Water states there is2 ML/day being released(page 21/101).
Southern Rural Water also states there was only 1 ML/day (see page 29/109).
Barown Water states there is NIL being released (see page 22/102).
On 3 October 2006 Southern Rural Water states there is 2 ML/day being released (see page 32112)
M. Gardiner observes that there is approximately 0.5ML/day being released (see page 23/103) .

Barwon Water states there are no releases between
December 2006 and June 2007 (see pages 24-46/104-106).
M. Gardiner observes that were approximately 25 000 litres a day being released (see page 27/107).
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This graph is presenting the data in Figures E in a graphic format and is another example of non compliance
with Licence No. 893889.

Chris, can you explain to me how the field officers that do regular inspections missed these
discrepancies? Could you also explain to me how these figures can vary so much and then be
construed as sound management practice? Where and when was the 5 month period of reductions
in flows into Boundary Creek that Clinton spoke of?

6.Differences in Copies of the 2004/05 Report.

Two copies of the Barwon Water Groundwater Licence No. 893889 Gerangamete Area 2004/05
Report were obtained under FOI. One copy was gained under SRW reference number 409667,
January 2007. The other copy was obtained under SRW reference number 559928, January 2008.
The 2008 copy contained an additional two pages of data missing from the 2007 copy. Could you
please explain this to me, Chris? And if that is not confusing enough then the following examples
may clarify the reasons for my confusion and reasons for asking for a complete review of the Barwon
Downs borefield operation. And I believe it is reasonable to say that SRW has not been doing its job
in relation to scrutiny, review and policing of Licence No 83889.
Appendix A. “Monthly Groundwater Levels” data in the 2007 copy was significantly different to the
data in the 2008 copy, (see pages 33-34/113-114).
The 2008 version of the 2004-05 reports also provided additional data in Appendix F, “Groundwater
Extractions.”
The “Barwon Downs Wellfield – monthly groundwater extractions (ML) 1988- on,” page in the
2008 edition, included figures not found in the first edition. These figures were for groundwater
extraction figures for the 2005-06 financial year. How is this possible when the 2004-05 report had
to be finished and in to SRW by September 2005. Doesn’t SRW find this most confusing?
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The maps provided in the latest edition of the 2004-05 report are also incomplete as they do not
provide the data to the extremities of the drawdown effects, sometimes stopping at 4 metres of
drawdown. The extent of the drawdown is not shown and presents only a partial picture of the
influence that the Barwon Downs groundwater extraction is having in the Otways, (see page 37).
Could you explain how the SRW person reviewing this report was able to make sense of such a
reduced map?
Does SRW have any interest in the sphere of influence exerted by the drawdown from the Barwon
Downs borefield?

7.The 2004/05 and the 2005/06 Salinity sections.

identical

for both reporting years (see
The problem with these salinity reports is that they are
pages 35-36/115-116). The 2004/2005 annual report covers the financial year July 2004 to June
2005. This report under the licence conditions had to be submitted to Southern Rural Water by
September 2005. In this 2004-05 report, it contained the salinity levels of observation bores for 22
December 2005, four months after the report had to be submitted. Chris, could you please explain
how SRW does not find this confusing? Could you also explain to me how SRW could possibly think
that this is a sign of responsible management and that there is no need to review the Licence 83889?

8.

Actual Acid Sulfate Soils
Being a major stake holder in the Barwon Downs borefield it amazes me that the extremely high acid
levels in Boundary Creek did not spark off an immediate investigation, especially when the historical
records indicate that this stream never had such dangerously high acid levels.
The Geelong branch of the EPA has been sent a formal complaint regarding the AASS possibility
along Boundary Creek. Has SRW shown any interest in this eventuality and the implications this has
for the management of the Barwon Downs borefield? If the high levels of acid, aluminium, copper,
zinc, nickel, iron and lead are not evidence of impacts on the surface water resources I would find
this quite amazing. In reviewing the annual reports of Licence 83889 and when the field officers of
SRW were doing their routine inspections why weren’t the acid levels in Boundary Creek
investigated?

9.Further to other material stating 100% Compliance.
In February 2008 Barwon Water distributed an excellent visually presented 2006/07 Sustainability
Report. However, the cosmetics of the presentation hide the blemishes that lie underneath. On page
24 it states that there was a 100% compliance with the groundwater extraction licence conditions.
Do you agree with this statement?
This section of the report intimates that Barwon Water’s environmental performance was improved
by operating the groundwater pumping in accordance with the groundwater licence. I don’t believe
this is the case and unfortunately this statement of complete compliance has been told many times
before. I might add that Clinton’s letter substantiates this stance. The repetition of an inaccuracy
told often enough will be perceived as a fact both by the teller and the listener. Has this happened in
this case? It is my contention that there never has been 100% compliance.
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CONCLUSION.
Yeo 40 is an extremely important bore and its status requires careful scrutiny and maintenance at all
times. It would appear that Yeo 40 has not been properly maintained nor monitored appropriately.

If the annual reports submitted to Southern Rural Water are any indication, Barwon Water has never
had 100% compliance in regard to Licence No. 893889. It is also most apparent that there needs to
be a major reappraisal of the manner in which these reports are compiled, scrutinised and
presented. The data contained in these reports must be accurate, comprehensive, factual and
complete. There is little evidence of this to date.
It is also my contention that the manner in which SRW conducts its scrutiny and review of the BRWC
reports be modified. Do you maintain that this is not necessary?
I would also maintain that the licence conditions are not policed by SRW. I would appreciate your
comment on this statement.
This letter throws considerable doubt on the ability of Barwon Water to be capable of self
regulation. In fact there would appear to be an extremely convincing case to have Licence No.
893889 reviewed immediately.
In light of this there would appear to be an even stronger case that all groundwater extraction from
the Otways comes under immediate review, conducted by an independent arbitrator. Considering
the difficulty the Kawarren/Gellibrand residents have had attempting to find any independent
“expert” free of compromising connections to Barwon Water, it is most likely that an arbitrator
would have to be sourced out of Victoria and most probably out of Australia. I would appreciate
your thoughts on this.
It does appear that there may be some truth in the following rural thought pattern...
“If a landholder or an individual citizen breaks a law with non compliance he or she will be
prosecuted and fined or imprisoned. The same treatment is not applied to a government or semi
government body breaking the same law.” Clinton did hint that “law breaking” of SRW licence
conditions is pursued with some vigour. Unfortunately I have not been witness to any such action. In
fact there would appear to be the exact opposite taking place in regard to this complaint.
Having discussed this letter with the landcare group LAWROC (Land And Water Resource Otway
Catchment) the group has indicated an interest in this topic and endorses a request for your speedy
reply. Taking four months to answer the last complaint seems to be far in excess of reasonable.

Malcolm Gardiner.

Charlie Kohout.

(LAWROC, Member)

(President, LAWROC)

PS We would appreciate a reply in writing.
PPS If not satisfied with your replies to the questions asked what rights of appeal are there?
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45 days to obtain the 2006/07 Report through FOI (page 12)
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(page13)
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Taken from the Barwon Water’s Groundwater Licence No. 893889 Gerangamete Area 2005/06
Report –Appendix A Monthly Groundwater Levels.(page14)
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Taken from the Barwon Water’s Groundwater Licence No. 893889 Gerangamete Area 2005/06
Report –Appendix C Bore Hydrographs.(page15)

Taken from the Barwon Water’s Groundwater Licence No. 893889 Gerangamete Area 2005/06
Report –Appendix E Water Decline Monitoring.
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Taken from the Barwon Water’s Groundwater Licence No. 893889 Gerangamete Area 2006/07
Report –Appendix A Monthly Groundwater Levels.(page 16)
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Taken from the Barwon Water’s Groundwater Licence No. 893889 Gerangamete Area 2006/07
Report –Appendix C Bore Hydrographs.(page 17)
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Taken from the Barwon Water’s Groundwater Licence No. 893889 Gerangamete Area(page 18)

NOTE point 3. 3.1 A. Yeo 40 to be replaced.
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Taken from the Barwon Water’s Groundwater Licence No. 893889 Gerangamete Area 2004/05
Report –Appendix C Bore Hydrographs.(page 19)
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Figures supplied by Southern Rural Water 2006 – discharges into the Boundary Creek System (two
pages included).(page 20)
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Figures supplied by Barwon Water 2006 – discharges into the Boundary Creek System.

(page 22)
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Notes taken by M. Gardiner – discharges into the Boundary Creek System.(page 23)
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Taken from the Barwon Water’s Groundwater Licence No. 893889 Gerangamete Area 2006/07
Report (three pages included).(page 24)
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(page 26)
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Notes taken by M. Gardiner – discharges into the Boundary Creek System.(page 27)
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Taken from the 2006/07 Report(page 28)
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Taken from FOI No. 449537 from Southern Rural Water 23 April 2007
(three pages included).(page 29)
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First page of the Appendix A. 2004/05 Report obtained in 2007.(page 33)
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First page of the Appendix A. 2004/05 Report obtained in 2008(page 34)
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Extracts of Salinity documentation from the 2004/05 Report (page 35)
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(page 36)
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Difficult to read and incomplete drawdown maps (2008 version)(page 37)

Drawdown contours incomplete.
A 3 original map size

This is the end of the 23 October 2008 formal complaint to Southern Rural Water.
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In the meantime Councillor Peter Mercer had queried Barwon Water regarding the non
compliance. The next two pages are the reply from Michael Malouf, Managing Director.
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It will be extremely interesting to read and compare this letter with Southern Rural Water’s
reply when it arrives.
The 2007/08 report attached to the Peter Mercer letter is the very same report requested
under Freedom Of Information back in September and still has not arrived.

CONCLUSION

Given a casual glance at the latest formal complaint sent off to Southern Rural Water it
would be most apparent that there are extremely strong grounds for the complaint.
Considering it took Southern Rural Water over 4 months to deal with the last formal
complaint on this issue, it was felt that the publication of this book could not wait an
indefinite period for the reply. However, it is worth stating the obvious. Don’t expect to gain
gratification easily when challenging the “establishment.”
The licence review facet of the Barwon Downs groundwater extraction in the Otways, has
yet to conclude and will no doubt be written about at a later stage.
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CHAPTER 8

Efforts to Gain a Daily Environmental Flow Allocation for Streams in the
Loves Creek Catchment
The protection of the ecosystems in the Gellibrand River catchment and particularly the Loves Creek
catchment has been given a great deal of attention in the last 30 years. Loves Creek is a tributary of
the Gellibrand River. After speaking with officers of the Corangamite Catchment Management
Authority (CCMA) it would appear that these ecosystems are protected from additional human
demands. Climate change and groundwater extraction is another story.

RMCG in its 2008 Regional Water Audit(30) states that the Gellibrand Groundwater
Management Area was set at zero to protect surface water flows in the Gellibrand River.
The argument that has been waged since 1989 is that the surface waters of the Gellibrand
River and Loves Creek are fully allocated during the summer and autumn periods. If the
truth be known and the human component of allocated water is accurately determined, in
all probability the allocations made far exceed the amount of water available. A study of the
Loves Creek catchment is presently being conducted and early indications suggest that this
is the case. The surface waters are already over allocated.
The streams in the Loves Creek catchment have continued to flow throughout this worst
drought on record and highlight the interconnectedness between groundwater and surface
water flows. Using the experiences from the neighbouring Barwon Downs borefield,
extracting groundwater, dries streams up. If groundwater is extracted from the Kawarren
borefield the impact on stream flow will in effect be double dipping, allocating the water
resource twice. Pump from the aquifer and the overflow from this aquifer into the streams,
will be reduced accordingly. The amount of surface water available will be significantly
reduced.
It would appear that the Government of the day and the water authority involved in the
Kawarren groundwater investigations have not done the desk top studies of earlier
research, failed to consult with the local experts and plan to blindly persist with
groundwater extraction.
If the extraction of groundwater from Kawarren could be put aside for a moment, the
discussions with CCMA officers Simone Wilkie and Greg Williams is most encouraging. The
maintenance and security of the ecosystems in the Loves Creek catchment would seem
assured. Much of the discussion was centred around the Water Act 1989 and the
Government document “Securing Our Water Future Together.(31)”
Securing Our Water Future Together covers such things as:
 Long term planning
 Water resource allocation
 Restoring our rivers and aquifers for future generations
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 Regional differences
 Maintaining healthy streams
 Sustainability
 Accountability
 Improved capability and effectiveness
 Clarity of roles and responsibilities
... and are relevant to the following discussion.
Williams(33) states that the Victorian Government has declared the Gellibrand River
catchment to be one of 21 priority unregulated rivers in Victoria. Being unregulated means
that there can be no new allocation of surface water outside the July to October period.
Even then it must be clearly demonstrated that there is sufficient winter flush and
environmental water. The extracted surface water must also be stored off stream.(34)
Williams(33) makes the point that the surface waters of the Gellibrand River are already fully
allocated during the stress periods of summer and autumn. But more importantly he states
that no longer can consumers expect to automatically increase their allocations without
paying due regard to the environment. From past experience this will be difficult. This
present government appears to be placing urban water demands before all other
considerations. As urban water demands increase so will the demand to “chip” into the
environmental share, what ever that may be.
Returning to the argument of extracting groundwater it is blatantly clear that any drawdown
from the aquifer under the Kawarren valley will impact on the surface water flows in the
Gellibrand River. Due to this connectedness the document Securing Our water Future
Together(34) clearly states that an Environmental Water Reserve will be set at a level which
protects the integrity of the aquifer. It should also minimises the risk of too much
groundwater extraction affecting rivers, wetlands and other dependent plant and animal
communities. This document goes on to state that it will be important to ensure that both
surface and groundwaters are managed together.
With all this said can one be confident that the stream and river systems of the Gellibrand
River catchment will be managed accordingly, where surface water and groundwater are
managed together? Unfortunately, the answer is “NO.” This process of protecting the
Gellibrand River has raged for decades and no effective environmental flow has resulted. It
was recommended in 1999 that groundwater from the Gellibrand Groundwater
Management Area be set at zero. The setting of zero groundwater extraction from the
Kawarren/Gellibrand area has been reiterated on numerous occasions as the appropriate
level. Seven years after this recommendation the Victorian Government finally Gazetted
zero groundwater extraction for ALL aquifers in the Gellibrand Groundwater Management
Area. However, to facilitate Barwon Water doing a stress pump at Kawarren the Minister
Tim Holding has re-gazetted(35) the zero extraction to allow 650 ML to be pumped over a
thirteen month period. Under what advice did Minister Holding make this decision?
The signs that the Gellibrand River will be protected from groundwater extraction remain
extremely doubtful.
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Officers of the Corangamite Catchment Authority can only work within the constraints put
on them by the Victorian Government. Personnel working at the “coal face” are more than
capable of defining the actions required to implement the appropriate management of a
river system. However, the same cannot be said of the politician who makes the final
decision. Too often these decisions are politically motivated and the appropriate action is
lost. If past record is taken into account the Gellibrand River may have another 20 years to
wait.
Michael Malouf (Managing Director, Barwon Water) stated on Victorian ABC television
STATELINE on 10 October 2008, that the Corangamite Catchment Management Authority
has given Barwon Water a very good bill of health environmentally in regard to Boundary
Creek. Is this a political comment or fact?

Boundary Creek wetlands 2008.

Ten Mile Creek wetlands 2008

In the initial stages of the Kawarren groundwater investigations, until pointed out by local
residents, Barwon Water was not aware of the Ten Mile Creek wetlands. During summer the
Ten Mile Creek wetlands supply 1.2 ML/day into the Gellibrand River system. Pre pumping
Boundary Creek used to supply 3.2 ML/day into the Barwon River. Boundary Creek now runs
dry over summer. Will the Gellibrand River have the same fate as Boundary Creek? Most
likely, if left to politicians. Can the Gellibrand River wait another 20 years? It is doubtful.

CONCLUSION
The officers of the CCMA should be given the authority to do their job of catchment
management and protection. The battle to protect environmental flows in the Gellibrand
River and its tributaries is still to be won. Given political involvement there is every
indication that the rhetoric, high ideals and policy in regard to Environmental Water
Reserves mean nothing for the summer and autumn flows required to maintain the integrity
of the Gellibrand River and its catchments.
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CHAPTER 9

Colac Otway Shire Involvement in the Kawarren Borefield Development
The Colac Otway Shire strongly maintains the stance that even though it recognises and
understands the Kawarren and Gellibrand residents concerns regarding the groundwater
extractions issues at Kawarren, it has very limited responsibility in any investigation.
These quotes highlight the Colac Otway Shire commitment...
 Jack Green, General Manager Sustainable Planning and Development, Colac Otway
Shire. (24 January 2008)
“As we have explained to you in previous correspondence sent dated 4 December
2007, Colac Otway Shire’s involvement in this process is restricted to assessing an
“application for consent” to undertake works within the road reserve.”
 Councillor Chris Smith, Mayor, Colac Otway Shire. (28 April 2008)
“At the Ordinary Meeting of April 22, 2008, Council unanimously adopted the
following resolution.”That Council, although it is outside our area of responsibility,
recognises the community’s concern regarding the potential impacts of
groundwater extraction from the Gellibrand Valley Aquifer.””
 Motion carried at the 26 August Council Meeting.
“That Council advocates strongly to ensure farmers, residents, business and
environmental flows are not put at risk by water harvesting schemes, particularly
in the Kawarren/Gellibrand area.
That the Chief Executive Officer seek to arrange for Councillors to meet with
Barwon Water board members to discuss areas of mutual concern such as, but not
limited to:
Kawarren Underground Water
Apollo Bay Water
Water for Intensive Agriculture
Colac Water
Recycled Water.”

The following extracts are taken from the Colac Otway Shire web site,
3 October 2008.





Planning Scheme Overlays
...To protect areas of significant vegetation,
...To maintain and enhance habitat and habitat corridors,
...To ensure that development is compatible with identified environmental values,
...To protect areas prone to ...land degradation processes, by land disturbance and
inappropriate development,
...To protect water quality.
...Does not significantly increase the threat of life and surrounding property from
wild fire.
...Protection and enhancement of the bio-diversity of the area.
Environment
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...Colac Otway Shire is widely regarded as one of the most picturesque municipalities
in Victoria,
...The Shire hosts some of Australia’s greatest National and State Parks
including...Kawarren Regional Park,
...The Colac Otway Shire’s commitment and consideration to the environment is
reflected in the Planning Scheme Overlays.

Colac Otway Planning Schemes-Environmental Significant Overlays...
Schedule 1 includes...
 Barongarook High & Other Groundwater Areas – the protection and retention of
groundwater quality is of major importance...
 To protect and maintain quality and quantity of groundwater recharge in the Barwon
Downs Wellfield Intake Area (Geelong) Water Supply Catchment...
Schedule 2 includes...
 Lakes, wetlands and streams.
 To protect and enhance lakes and wetlands with significant flora, fauna and fisheries
habitat.
 The Gellibrand River, Loves Creek and Porcupine Creek are noted as having rare or
threatened species present and or high biodiversity values or links.
Schedule 3 includes...
 To protect and maintain water quality and water quantity in the Gellibrand River...
Schedule 4 includes...
 Porcupine and Boundary Creeks are named as areas of rare, threatened or remnant
species present or high biodiversity values/links.
 To assist the protection and, where possible, restoration of catchments, waterways,
water bodies, groundwater, and the marine environment.
 ...to identify the beneficial uses of groundwater resources and have regard to
potential impacts on these resources of proposed land use or development.
 Fire hazards must be considered in planning decisions affecting wildfire risk
environments to avoid intensifying the risk through inappropriate located or
designed uses or development.
These written items taken from the Overlay documents present some insight into a
significantly different degree of responsibility to the ones of action that the Colac Otway
Shire appears to be taking.
The Draft Corangamite Fishery Management Plan No. 50 Feb. 2008, pages 16 & 18 makes reference
to local government responsibilities.
In regard to this Plan the following items are listed as the Shire’s responsibilities.
 That the Colac Otway Shire works in partnership with the CCMA.
 That the Shire has roles and responsibilities that are set out in this document that clearly
indicate the Shire should be actively involved in water issues directly affecting rate payers
under its care.
 That the last two responsibilities mentioned on these pages are local government
responsibilities:
o Facilitate local industries involvement in river restoration and catchment
management, AND
o Provide local support for local action groups.
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Under this Plan surely Barwon Water has to be regarded as a local industry. Further to this the
Kawarren/Gellibrand community must be regarded as a local action group. And the Land And Water
Resource Otway Catchment (LAWROC) landcare group most definitely fits under the category of a
local action group.
This Plan also discusses the fact that the Shire should be involved in the maintaining of
environmental flows.
Further, the “Land and biodiversity at the time of climate change” – Green Paper on page 76, point
9.3 Local Government, states that “Local governments are the primary advocates for, and
coordinators of, local community groups and interests.”
This Paper also has this to say, “Local government has an important role in natural resource
management on both public and private land, through statutory responsibilities and non statutory
activities. Local government is responsible for developing policies and implementing land use
planning as well as regulating a wide range of activities that may affect natural resources.”
The Colac Otway Shire has well defined responsibilities and roles in the extraction of groundwater
that is taking place at Barwon Downs, and planned to take place at Kawarren. The Shire should be
exercising its responsibilities without fear nor favour and doing much more than simply “advocating”
as noted in the 26 August motion passed by Council. The Shire should be setting the agenda in its
areas of responsibility, not being subservient to an “outside” authority. The Shire’s role in this issue
is clearly and specifically defined.
Barwon Water should be seeking Colac Otway Shire clarification on what it can and cannot do in
the Shire, not the other way around.

CONCLUSION
Water is a crucial resource influencing the development of the Colac Otway Shire and it would
appear to be quite clear that the Shire has a direct and significant role to play in the management
and development of groundwater extraction. This is especially so when inappropriate management
practices have resulted in economic, social and environmental disastrous impacts in the Barwon
Downs area. There is every indication that a similar impact will be felt throughout the Gellibrand
River catchment.
The Colac Otway Shire’s present commitment and involvement would appear to be falling well short
of its civic, statutory and non statutory responsibilities.
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